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A provincial conn for 
Sidney was one step closer 
on Monday alter Mayor 
Dick Leigh and live 
members of the town 
council met for two-and-a- 
hair hours with Provincial 
Secretary Hugh Curtis to 
discitss a variety ol 
probletns.
For part of the time 
Allot- ncy-G en e ral G a rde 
Gardom was present at the 
discussion in Curtis’ olTice.
“About all 1 can say at 
this point is that both of the 
cabinet ministers were 
sympathetic to our request 
and tliat the machinery is in 
motion. 1 feel personally 
conl'idem that we will gel 
our own court,". Mayor 
Leigh said.
Other problems discussed 
with Mr. Curtis, who is 
MLA for this constituency, 
were the breakwater project 
for Sidney waterfront, a 
possible highway overpass 
at Beacon and the Pat Bay 
Highway and the purchase 
of Sidney Island by the 
provincial government.
“All in all it was a good 
discussion,” Mayor Leigh 
said. “.And I feel confident 
our points of view on all 




TIED UP by his own team-mate Dave Harris, Bob Whyte 
goaltender Mike Pierard watched helplessly as the puck 
slid into the net during Monday’s game against Shoreline.
Scorer was Barry Bender, left, and participant in the play 
Ken Smith, right. (Tom Cronk Photo)
The Sidney Island 
Committee which has raised 
about $4,000 in the cam­
paign to keep the island 
parkland, has never sup­
ported the $3.75 Million 
price asked by the principal 
owner .lack Todd, of 
Victoria.
Committee chairman 
Stan Buxcey and Krcg Sky, 
of the B.C. chapter of the 
National and Provincial 
Parks Association, both of 
whom have been active in 
the campaign to have the 
government buy the island 
and save it from developers, 
say that they believe the 
price to be paid for the 
property is a mailer to be 
decided between the 
purchaser, hopefully the 
inovincial government, and 
the owner.
The money which the 
<nrnmiltee has rtiised, about 
$4,0(X) Bti.xcey said at the 
sveekend, will be used to 
cainpaijrn for provincial 
purchase of the island. If 
there is any over, at the 
successful couchision of the 
ctiinpaign, it could be 
devoted to the puichasc 
price, he iidded.
At the present time 
Oceanside liiscsiinenis, of 
V'ancouver, has an option, 
good until March 7, to buy 
the island. f)n a recent 
expedition to the island 
wiili Provincial Secretary 
Hugh Cnrlis along, Todd
said that the offer made by 
Oceanside was close to the 
$3.7 million asking price.
Earlier, Oceanside 
president Garth Lawrence 
said that the sale of the 
island would be closed at 
the end of February if a 
number of conditions are 
met. He did not elaborate.
He .said that he had in 
mind a development similar 
to the one the company is 
carrying out on Gambier 
Island in Howe Sound.
It consists of 340 acres 
and there is a cluster 
development of cottages on 
30 acres with the remainder 
left for park and 
agricultural use. Lawrence 
said this would open the 
island to greater public use 
because moorage facilities 
would be constructed which 
could be used by island 
residents.
Sewers and water lines 
would also he cotislructed 
on the island.
l.awrence stiid that he too 
would like to see the island 
bought by the government 
iind turned into a park but 
it seemed clear that the 
government did not intend 
to do that ,so it was im- 
poritmt that the property 
remaiti in Canadian hands 
lather titan lie sold to 
United States or Arabian 
interests.
”\Ve arc it Caiiatlian 
comitfttty iind we wilt
develop the island so that 
there is Canadian access to 
it,” he said. The island was 
used as a sheep ranch and 
this would continue to be its 
majorfunction, he added.
At a meeting held at 
Ncwcombe Auditorium last 
Friday night no member of 
the government turned up 
to speak on the program 
arranged by the Sidney 
Island Committee.
Land Minister .lim 
Chaboi was asked. Sky said 
at the meeting, but did not 
show.
“We have been trying to 
get a meeting with him since 
late December. He said he 
would speak but yesterdtiy 
morning his secretary said 
that he wtis unable to at­
tend,” he said.
The meeting, tit tended by 
iibout 70 people, was told 
by Island Trust Manager
Tony Roberts that the 
taxpayer would be a big 
loser if the island was not 
bought by the government.
The government had a 
unique opportunity to 
acquire the largest 
uninhabited Gulf Island 
and it should not be missed.
“If only the public knew 
just what assets arc over 
there, there w'oiild be a 
much larger respon.se than 
the alrcady-large response 
now,” he said.
Private development of 
the island would mean 
iidditional costs for tax­
payers in demands for 
services, roads and water 
links to the Saanich 
Peninsula.
Sidney council has given 
support and pledged $500 
to the campaign to save the
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w i t h i m R ki r m cn t and 
driving whileThbir licences 
were under suspension in 
the past week by officers of 
the Sidney RCMP detach­
ment.
v'iS is usual much of the 
police activity during the 
week arose out of the 
misuse of alcohol.
There was- one roadside 
suspension and, in six cases, 
liquor w'as confiscated. 
Confiscations were made in 
hotel and shopping centre 
parking lots and on the 
road.
Police are entitled to 
confiscate liquor from 
vehicles when there arc 
minors in the automobile or 
when they have reason to 
believe the driver has been 
drinking and for a variety 
of other causes delineated 
under provincial and other 
highway traffic laws, .
Three minors were
ehargcdS;7with 
possession of liquor and 
one person was charged 
with being drunk in a public 
paace.
There were three 
premises insecure in the 
pa.st week as police did their 
checks. Minor thefts were 
reported, bicycles stolen 
and, in one case, eggs 
thrown at a building.
After a meeting Monday 
with Victoria Aid. Murray 
Glazier, chairman of the 
Capital Regional District 
board. Mayor Dick Leigh 
said that from Tuesday 
there would be no more 
sewage dumping in the 
Sidney sewage disposal 
facility.
“Aid. Glazier was 
apologetic about the whole 
affair and regretted that we 
had not been previously 
consulted in the matter. The 
regional district has 
managed to get temporary 
permits from the provincial 
Pollution Control Board to 
dump in areas previously 
used,” Mayor Leigh said.
He added that the CRD 
should be taking a long, 
hard look at the whole 
question of disposal and the 
development of other and 
more permanent methods 
of handling the problem.
Threats of legal action 
may not sound very 
friendly, but in its way 
Sidney council was co­
operating with the Capital 
Regional District , when 
making such suggestions 
last week.
Director Jerry Tregaskis 
told the regional board 
\Vedne.sday that council 
was shocked to find the 
CRD was using Sidney’s 
treatment plant for 
dumping septic tank ef­
fluent, without the per­
mission of council.
The district was struck 
suddenly last week with the 
problem of where to put the 
effluent, as it didn’t have a 
permit from the pollution 
control branch to ,take the 
" cftjuent elsewhere.-
But that shouldn’t meari 
Sidney has to receive the 
problem, Tregaskis said.
He read a letter from the 
council in which the CRD
was told if it didn’t come up 
with a solution in 48 hours, 
legal action would be taken.
Forty-eight hours later, 
the CRD had been told by 
the provincial government a 
permit would be issued for 
either the Harlland Road 
dump of the Mi 1st ream 
septage lagoon.
Tregaskis .said Friday 
that .sort of respon.se was 
what he had been hoping 
for.
The threat of legal action 
Wits an attempt to increase 
the pressure being put on 
the government by the 
CRD, he said, and aid in 
the CRD;s campaign to get 
a permit.
“We’re a co-operative 
bunch,” he said.
In any case, the Sidney 
plant would have only be 
capable of accepting the 




B.C. Tel Spends 
*1 Million On Peninsula
Sidney, Sttimichion and 
Ureniwood Bay will be 
getting almost a $1 million 
cut of $18,9 million ciir- 
luaiked by U.Ck I'el lot 
cable insiallaiion and 
continuing conversion to 
electronic switching 
equipment in Vicioria.
Toiiil cxpendiime tm tlie
I'eninsula will be $974,(X)() 
with $274.(X)() going for 
undergionnd cable to Ihe 
Ketiling office for housing 
developmeni at Saanichlon 
and Ureniwood Bay and a 
further $700.0(K) designalcd 
for three miles of im- 
dei'giotind cable for 
rcsiilcniiiil expansion in
Sidney.
Ollier changes on ihe 
I’eninsula will inclnde ihe 
placing of 652 exchange 
OHIO iiiiioiualie mimbei 
idcniificiiiion eqiiipmeni 
whieli will enable ciisiomers 
lo dial long disianee calls 
wiihoiii givingIheir iiumber 
lo an opcralor.
Authority Returns To Classroom
I’eimissiseness is on the 
decline anil aiilhorily and 
conirol in classrooms and 
schools is once tigain 
reluming lo ihe icacher, 
Farkland I’rincipal Joe I nil 
told members of the 
Saanich Anglietm Men's 
Gltifi at their animal dinner 
on 1 ebruioy Itu 
Thirty-five years ago Ihe 
teacher was adieialor in Ihe 
classioom and his word was 
hiu, Ml, 1,011 siiid, iccaliiiig 
his own caily days ns a 
teacher ranging from ilte 
“lillle red schoolhonse" of 
two rooms through to the 
principalship of Claremont 
and now of Falkland with 
its IKK) students, 
I’crmissiveness took over 
and Mr. I,oti recalled Itis 
firoblcms ai Claremont
when II becjtme the fashion 
for girls lo wear slacks, or 
ill some cases, dirty jeans to 
school, He tried to ban Ilte 
ftishion, l.ott said, but the 
tuipils didn’t accept his 
ruling and ptirems made 
such an issue of it thill a 
disproporlionatc amoiini of 
Ills time was spent I tying to 
enforce the ftile,
“I surrendered,'' lie 
recalled. ,
,A,s a coniiiisi he came to 
f’arkland five years ago and 
foihade smoking on the 
SI fiool premises and the 
edict was accepted with 
lillle fuss.
f’arcnts and students 
were both given credit hv 
the speaker for tlie im- 
pcovemeni which allowed 
the set ions business of
ediicalion lo proceed 
without being side-liitcked 
in the enforcement of 
disciplinaty measures.
Students themselves have 
realized the slipshod stale 
into which .schools luive 
liipscd anti they have 
realized, l.ott said, that 
Iheir own cdiicuiiori was 
being hampered.
“The present 
geiictaiiori of high school 
studcni’, iu'c .1 great Viunili 
of kids,” l.ott said. “Come 
over tlie Falkland and I’ll 
show you 7IX) young people 
who arc tin ormuviem lo any 
community. I here may be 
50 or more w ho come I t orn 
homes in which your child 
oi inine would be lucky to 
grow up decently and, 
perhaps, a furtlua' 20 who
arc bcni on mischief," he 
siiid, “but by tuid large they 
ilte ti great hunch.”
1 he principal told of 
reinlrodiicing daily Bible 
reading and recitation of 
Ific Lord’s Flayer al the 
, si art of each school day.
”1 believe in beginning 
the day with this .solemn 
moment,” he saiiL When 
(Iticsiioned later on ihc 
inotniciy of “forcing 
thiisti.ui oVr.ei v.iiacs on 
those not of the Christian 
failh,” 1,011 said that If a 
parent or student obiecled 
t<i the exercise he would 
advise the pupil lo come 10 
minutes late and would sec 
that the tardiness did not 
coimi against him.
"But 1 have never had a 
word of objection to Ibis
Bible iciidiiig and prayer 
from any student or parenl. 
After till I do not agree with 
everything our governmeni 
does but llini does not drive 
me to ignore the flag, 1 still 
am a Canadian.”
The speaker paid tribiilc 
10 police of the area,
“1 do iioi know how 
some of iliose young men 
pul up with the abuse tliey 
meet at ihe hand.s of a few 
young iiunk.;'. 1 wotild not 
lake what ihey lake — but 
then I don't have to," he 
said.
In a question penod l.ott 
said that lie did not believe 
corporal punlsfimcn 
.should be restored » 
"although there are times 
when I would like lo resor 




Canada Edward R. 
Slireycr and Ihe federal 
Minister of I’islicries and 
the Environment Romeo 
EeBlane will officially 
open the Inslitnle of 
Ocean Sciences on 
Patricia Bay on 'Wed­
nesday. February 28. 
Ceremonies will bcRin ai 
10 a.m. and will include 
a tour of (he faeilily and 
a news conference witli 
the federal minister.
ByPAULJEUNE
A bold attempt by former 
minister of municipal 
affairs and housing, Hugh 
Curtis, who now is 
provincial secretary, to gain 
recognition for his part in 
providing the peninsula 
with a new and improved 
water supply was shot down 
in flames by North Saanich 
council Monday.
Curtis’ quest for the 
limelight surfaced before 
council in (he form of a six- 
paragraph circular — 1,500 
of them to be exact — 
which the Socred MLA 
asked to be distributed 
throughout North Saanich 
along with the water bills.
Although the circular was 
sent out with water bills in 
Central Saanich, North 
Saanich council refused to 
fall into what aldermen 
called an “election year
agreement around the 
council table.
“1 can’t support this kind 
of thing,” Aid. Obcc Philp 
said. He was supported 
unanimously by council 
members.
“The slant on this cir­
cular would have you 
believe the new waterline 
was a single-handed 
achievement by Curtis 
through the provincial 
government. Which I can 
assure it was not. There has 
been a lot of work by all 
levels of government over 
the years not to mention the 
army of individuals who 
were involved,” he said.
Mayor Art Westwood, 
not usually a man who is at 
a loss for words, ju.st shook 
his head and said, “1 can’t 
believe it.”
Aldermen Bob Thom­
pson, Edgar Farthing and 
Jim Cumrning also shooktrap. “ ^ .v, . .... .
“If we send this thing out 1 'I'
we’d better be prepared to 1 ® P^)b“tc,’ ’ said Aid.
' give they’other 
“political parties equal time 
and the same access to our
tv;
water bill mailing list,” said 
Aid. John Lapham which 
spurred a chorous of
To Curb Jets
A runway repaving 
project at Victoria Inter­
national airport slated to 
start early next week will 
force cancellation of Air 
Canada’s D.C. 8 jet service 
in and out of the airport for 
itt least a month.
Airport manager, Jim 
Mills lold The Review 
resurfacing of the main 
runway -- 0826 running 
east-west will force air 
traffic to use two shorter 
landing strip.s for Ihc 
dm at ion of Ihc project. 'Hie 
D.C. 8 aircraft cannot land 
siifcly on Ilte shorter 
rimwiiys, Mills said, but
added that Air Canada will 
maintain its service to the 
airport with smaller D.C. 9 
jets.
The repaving project, 
awarded last week lo 
Victoria Paving, is 
scheduled to .start Monday 
and take about a month to 
complete, weather per­
mitting, Mills said all other 
aircraft, excluding Ihc D.C, 
8 will have no problems 
landing on the two alter­
native 5,0(X) fool long 
runways which are 2,000 
feel shorter than the main 
landing strip,
several minutes later.'
One sentence* dn the.’ 
circular elicited more 
criticism than any of the 
others. It read: “A per­
manent pipeline was 
commenced and Provincial 
Legislation provided a $3 
I million grant to offset the , 
expensive construction 
debt.”
“He sure doesn’t want 
anybody to forget that 
money docs he?” West- 
wood qiiippcd to a round of 
chuckles.
But guffaws followed 
when coimcir.s attention 
was drawn to the last line of 
the paper which read; 
“Hugh Curtis is proud lo 
be as.sociatcd with initiating 
and aiding this long-sought 
solution to the I’eninsnla’s 
water shortage problems.”
"We are not going to be 
pawns in any provincial 
political battle,” Westwood 
said in accepting councITs 
unanimous refusal to 
distribute the circular.
Student Orators Garry Banner For Claremont
Cliiremont Secondary 
School stiidcnis Tanya Ney 
md Maevc Lydon look the 
wo lop places in Sidney 
Koiary Club’s ''Adveimircs 
in Cilizcnsliip” pit bile 
speakiii!'eonlesi, '
'Hie lamicsl was held on 
the evening <’• Fehrmiry 14 
iind Ihe winners will 
represeiii Sidney in Ollawti 
and l acoina.
In a leiici accompanying 
the iiesvs release lo The 
Review Claremom principal 
D.C, MacKimion stiid thal 
Cliiremoiti litis litul a record 
of success in this contest 
iind has regularly sent a 
winning Miidcni toOiiawa.
"Since ihcre sometimes 
iipiiears to he a lendeney to 
report only the negative 
aspects of yoiiilt bditiviom, 
tide is something 
pfofotnidly positive,” 
Miiclvimion aiUled.
Ttnv.1.1, a iM'ad*' 11 Mitdeni 
111 (iaiemoiii, was the 
nvetall winitei iind will he 
travelling jo Oiiiiwit in May 
to engage m ilte Huiaiy 
'•Advemmes in Citizen­
ship” conference willt 250 
Ollier wimieis (torn acioss 
ilie milion. Hic theme ui 
Tanya’s speech wsis on the 
significance of Mie Year of
Ihe Child,
Mneve, it grade 12 
Miideni al Cliircimmi spoke 
on the I vsponsihililies 
involved with heeoming an 
itdiili in itnlay’s soeicly. She
will be iravellinH to 'Tacoma 
and will take pan in the 
Roltiry Youth Leadership 
(.'onference.
Other coniesianis in the 
event were from Parklanil
and Siellys’ schools in 
Saanich, fliey were Wayne 
Carmichael and Saiidin 
Beilin from Farkland and 
Derek Foiers ami Saralt 
Dencli from Siellys’,
Mmve Lydr.n [liilland Tanya Ney
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island from private 
development and support 
has also been given by 
North Saanich.
The matter was brought 
up at a meeting of the















2459 Beacon Ave. 
656-3633
(Next to Bank of 
Montreal)
Capital Regional Board 
recently and a decision 
made to not endorse an 
appeal for public funds.
“What we are being 
conned into is an active 
campaign to get the public 
to pay an outrageous price 
for a piece of property 
which has no priority for a 
park,’’ said former board 
chairman Jim Campbell.
Chairman Murray 
Glazier said he was in favor 
of the acquisition of the 
island by the government 
but when it came to a vote 
he got support from only 
three directors, Aid. Gerry 
Tragaskis, Sidney; Mayor 
George Westwood, North 
Saanich and Aid. Dave 
Hill, Central Saanich.
At a meeting of Mayor 
Dick Leigh, of Sidney, four 
Sidney aldermen. Attorney 
General Garde Gardom and 
Provincial Secretary High 
Curtis at the legislative 
buildings on Monday, the 
purchase of the island was 
discussed briefly but no 
commitment was made.
Earlier Mr. Curtis had 
indicated that he was 
favor of the purchase
in
^PLAYTIMl SL9TilN6
All remaining Winter Goods
NOW '0 OFF and MORE
■ s'
To Make Space For Our New 
SPRING/SUMMER SELECTION FOR YOU
■arriving (Jaily





8 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Featuring Victoria's 
TWO Liveliest Disco 
Dance Floors
Royal Oak Inn
4680 Elk Lake Drive
658-5231
No cover Mon. ■ Thurs.
DENNIS PAQUETTE, Hotel Sidney 
manager, and barman Mike Lane hold the 
first draft beer to be sold between noon and I 
p.m. last Wednesday. All proceeds of the 
hour-long sale sponsored by the B.C. Hotel 
Association were donated to B.C. Heart 
Foundation. Mr. Paquette announced later 
than some $50 was raised.
Mow May Take Court Action
Despite half an hour’s 
pleading by his lawyer 
before Central Saanich 
Council' on Monday night, 
Mr. Sam Mow failed to 
gain further reconsideration 
of his latest proposal to 
build and operate a produce 
market-cum-grocery store 
on Martindale Road just 
off Patricia Bay Highway. 
Council unanimously 
endorsed the recom­
mendation of its sub­
division and zoning 
committee “not to approve 
type of retail grocery outlet 
on Mr. Mow’s property’’.
The lawyer, David 
Hatter, who spoke on 
Mow’s behalf told how the 
original proposal to with­
draw 10,000 square feet of 
land from the agricultural 
land reserve, which had 
received the support of 
council in 1971, had ex­
panded to 37,000 square 
feet and since decreased to 
17,000 square feet. The 
argument was that there 
had been agreement in 
principle to a store to serve 
the residents on the east side 
of Patricia Bay Highway 
and the “only question was 
of scale’’.
Mr. Hatter said that the 
position of Mr. Mow was 
that he had dealt with 
council in good faith and at 
considerable expense. 
Rejection, now, of any 
proposal, Mr. Hatter
contended, was “unfair at 
this stage of the game’’ and 
it was afso “improper in 
view of previous 
decisions.’’
Mr. Hatter then sub­
mitted rebuttals to council’s 
stated reasons for with­
drawing its previous 
support. The.se reasons, 
Mr. Hatter suggested, 
“usurp the provincial 
jurisdictions’’ of the high­
ways department and land 
commission who have 
granted their approvals.
Mow will have to consider 
what form lo take to press 
his case further. He 
proposes to seek com­
munity support or else to 
commence legal
proceedings before the 
courts.’’ He added that Mr. 
Mow was reluctant to go to 
court because of the 
“expcn.se, time and un­
certainty of outcome.’’
Mr. Halter said he was 
making the “last plea to 
council to approve the plans 
as submitted.’’ “Failing 
that’’, the lawyer said, “Mr
COMPLETE AQUARIUM 
LEASING & SERVICE 
FOR HOME, OFFICE,
W RESTAURANTS & INSTITUTIONS. 






An agreement which will 
allow the Capital Regional 
District to get on with 
designing a water main for 
the Saanich Peninsula was 
ratified Wednesday by the 
regional board.
The agreement, between 
Agriculture Canada and the 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission, will allow the 
line to be brought across the 
federal property on an 
existing B.C. Hydro 
easement.
Points of the agreement 
include:
•that the ministry will 
buy all water for its 
McTavish Road and East 
Saanich Road operations 
from the CRD;
•that it pay the bulk 
water rate and an ad­
ditional 15 cents for every 
1 ,(X)0 gallons to cover its 
share of the cost of the 
main installed between 
Haliburton Road and the 
McTavish Road reservoirs;
•that the CRD supplies 
xwaiers-toL farm‘ lands oif 
McTavish Road at a
prc.ssurc and quantity no 
less than being supplied 
now;
•thal the CRD maintain a 
supply from the John Dean 
reservoir to the ex­
perimental farm reservoir;
•that the CRD supply a 
valved by-pass to the farm 
reservoir to allow increased 
flow and pressure in case of 
Fire and that the region 
provide a three-inch 
diameter stand pipe near 
the main experimental farm 
buildings in case of fire.
It was pointed out at the 
regional board meeting 
Wednesday that the CRD 
must get supplementary 
letters patent in order to fill 
all terms of the agreement, 
as it currently dosen’t have 
the power to bill federal or 
provincial governments for 
services.
Chief engineer Norman 
Howard told the Review the 
engineering department had 
been anxious to get the 
agreement formulated, so it 




Senior citizens who have 
incomes in the $9,000 range 
and who need help with 
their annual income tax 
returns arc invited to attend 
a free clinic provided as a 
public service by the 
Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of B.C,
Sessions will be held at 
the Senior Citizens Centre 
on Resthaven Drive every 
Saturday in March, Oti 
those days the centre will be 
reserved for clitiic activities 
only.
Silver Threads Service, 
again this yctir, has 
p r o v i tl e d b o o k i n g
ac-arrangetnetils and 
comtnodittion,
Beciiusc ol an itver- 
whelining response last year 
a new, “stream-lined’’ 
approach is being used, .Ml 
seniors who wish to use the 
clinic shoiikl pick up al the 
cent re a list of the
preliminary work they can 
do and fill in, detach and 
deliver lo the centre the 
appointment request form 
attached to the list.
The number of ac­
countants available each 
week will be matched with’ 
the number of requests and 
clients will be lold of the 
date and hour for their 
appointments. Special 
arrangements will be made 
for shut-ins, members of 
the SDA and other special
ctises.
This service is given 
without charge, Co­
ordinator is P.S. Willt.
“I tatee in to wor!k wilih. me 
nearly every day. Take it from a 
construction pro, not just every radio station 
will provide the durable, heavy duty sound 
that lasts year after year.
I like a good mix of music, news, local 
coverage and sports. Especially 
sports! The World Series... hockey 
playoffs. I can sometimes catch a 
whole game - and do a good day’s work 
atthe same thne.”
Pecopile tirniiis on!
CJVl Radio (Island Broadcasting Co. Ltd.)
A hunihtwie collection of 
dinins; room furniture deninned to complement your 
reverence for fine quality and excellence of cruftemanship 
Create the environment of u vurrm cidoniul 
past in your very own present with Century Mill.




Just like a member 
of the family
MART LTD.
2513 Boacon Avo., Sidnay — 656-3T24
We offer a selection of Vilas Bedroom, Living Room, Dining Room and Occasional Tables,
Jj













Central Saanich Council 
on Monday approved the 
following recommendations 
from various committees:
•That the Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club present a short 
pageant to Council on 
March 5th in recognition of 
the International Year of 
the Child.
•A Central Saanich 
Photographic Society be 
established under the 
auspices of the Recreation 
Department with Mr. Philip 
Graham as organizer.
•The $30,000 budgeted 
last year for the relocation 
of telephone poles in the 
industrial area long Keating 
X Road be paid to the B.C. 
Telephone Company as a
grant towards the much 
higher cost of placing the 
cables underground.
•Subject to School Board 
approval, some trees along 
Keating X Road be 
removed for sewers to be 
laid to service Mt. Newton 
School.
• In response to a letter
from the Ratepayers’ 
Association that major 
capital expenditures from 
reserve or contingency 
funds be included in the 
“Capital Budget.’’
•Post-graduate students 
be paid $4.50 per hour and 
high school students $3.20 
per hour under the 
provincial government
sponsored Youth
Employment Plan this 
coming summer.




—Rodolph and Styn Rds. 
—On Holly Park Rd at 
the bend.
LI BAN PIZZA LTD.






 26 01 FAMILY SIZE
PEPSI
WITH THE PURCHASE OF EVERY 
LARGE
PIZZA
until Feb. 28, 1979
Try our Submarine Sandwiches 
We carry Cigarettes & Beverages
CALL AHEAD FOR PICK-UP 
OR ASK FOR DELIVER Y
MARG EICHHORN of Sidney, left, and Joan Beattie, of Victoria, 
discuss plans for the 1979 Canadian Cancer Society’s April fund-raising 
and educational campaign in B.C. and the Yukon with Wilf Burton, 
Victoria district co-ordinator during a two-day campaign conference in 
Victoria last week.
Sidney Island Only For Elite 
- Campbell Says
Sidney Island is a nice 
place to visit but more 
should live there, according 
to former capital regional 
board chairman .lim 
Campbell.
Campbell was one 
director arguing last week, 
and in the end successfully, 
against morally or 
financially supporting a 
drive to get the provincial 
government to buy the 
island as a park.
He said the public was 
being asked to make a 
“gigantic” contribution to 




owner .lack Todd for more 
than $3 million.
Yet, he continued, it 
would be only the elite who 
would make use of the 
island, as it is only ac­
cessible by private boat.
About half the island 
could be used for farming, 
he said, and the remainder 
subdivided into ten-acre 
parcels for private 
ownership.
Campbell pointed out 
that the coastline of the 
island would remain open 
for publie enjoyment. He 
also expressed doubts 
whether indeed the island 
could be subdivided 
privately, suggesting that a 
developer who tried would 
“lose his shirt”.
So, the island will likely 
remain mostly natural and 
available to The public 
any>yay;j,,lte said. ,. -:.
It isn’t a “particularly 
unique^ of Tpecia! i^larld”" 
and there’s already, lots of 
parkland in the district, he 
said.
Campbell received 
support from the majority 
of directors but not from 
the Peninsula directors nor 
the current board chair­
man, Murray Glazier.
To leave the island’s 
future in the hands of 
developers “would be a 
disaster,” said North 
Saanich director George 
Westwood.
He and other Peninsula 
directors disagreed that the 
island would only be used 
by the elite few.
It’s being used now by 
those with small boats — a 
arge, representative group, 
they said.
Central Saanich director 
Dave Hill threw a different 
light on the subject when he 
said parks aren’t just for 
people.
Birds, animals and “all 
the growing flora and 
fauna” would benefit by 
the island becoming a park, 
hesaid.
Sidney director Jerry 
Tregaskis ;p0inted out that 
Sidney Island; is the only 
island closef^# populated 
area that’s,,
■whole.'';':T:V
But when the vote was 
cast, it was Campbell and 
his supporters who suc­
ceeded in having amotion 




2328 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
Hold That Dime!
Hold that dime if you’re 
thinking of u.sing a pay 
phone in the Peninsula area 
these days.
That’s the advice of B.C. 
Tel which is currently
BROS.
2428 BIIACON AVK. 
SIDNEY, B.C.
V8L1X4
(ACROSS FROM POS T OlTdCB)
BUYING? SELLING? CURIOUS?
CONTACT ONE OF THE 
PROFESSIONAL V’WORKING” REALTORS





■ HOME TRADE PLAN
■ VIEWING CENTERS
■ AUDIO-VISUL VISUAL PRESENTATION
. COMPANY FINANCING & MORTGAGES
COMPUTORIZED INFORMATION 
INTER OFFICE REFERRALS 
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING 
















WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reseive The Right To Limit Quantities









FRI. & SAT. ONLY FAMILY PAK SMOKED
BILL WONNACOn 
656-53 73
making some drastic 
changes to pay phones — 
particularly in Sidney.
Sidney District Customer 
Service Manager, Bert 
Parker, told The Review 
Monday that a third of the 
49 coin operated phones in 
the area have already been 
replaced with more modern 
equipment.
“This is being done to 
allow us to install a new and 
more dependable telephone 
and to provide coin free 
calling to the operator, to 
directory assistance and 
repair services, Parker said.
Bui Ihe big change, he 
said, is in the operation of 
the phones. Customers will 
be required to place Iheir 
nickles, dime or quarter 
into a single slot after their 
party answers, not before 
dialing us previously 
required.
'rite post-dialing payment 
system now being installed 
is cxpecied lo be in service 
in Sidney for at least two or 
three years until the area 
can,; be “plugged in” to 
eompntor systems currently 
being installed in various 
areas.
Parker said the new style 
of pay phones will cost less 
to maintain bec.ntisc of 
more sturdy interior 
workings and lieavy metal 
exteriors wliich are more 
vandal resistant.
New installations have 
taken place at the ferry 
terminal as well as the 
airport and arc underway at 
ncigliboiiioodbooilis.
A IT EMPTED AICSON
Central Saanich police 
saw a small lire hurning 
beside Brentwooti 
Blcmentary Scliool on 
Thurfft'ty evening, 
paper, and kindling wood 
were burning against a 
wood panel seciion of the 
school,
Police kicked the fire 
away and stamped it otii.
Pork Picnics
LB.
nyci5 I UI r\ uisufjo Shank or Whole
m $199
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A ^Visible’ Error
One can understand if not sympathize with 
the Capital Regional District in the dilemma it 
faced recently when it ran out of dumping 
grounds for sewage collected by private firms 
from householders with septic tank problems.
WEATHER SUMMARY
Mox. Temp. (Feb. 13) 















LONG TERM AVERAGES^ RESEARCH STATION
Mean Max.
Record Max. (Feb. 16/47) 
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YOUR COMMUNl l Y 
CHAI'Ul.SliRVING ...
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
hdh whiU msnm
new and used « sail and power <
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 







U iidcrlulsing Spciciy 
iiiciiibcrship fee ap­
plicable unvai d mil 
SER VICE
ONCE A PROUD L/lDFof the fishing fleet, 
an abandoned hulk has its final resting place
in a shallow stream at Pat Bay.
The Pollution Control Board would not 
extend the dump permit the CRD held for the 
Millstream Road dump and would not give one, 
at least immediately, for the Hartland Road 
dump where garbage from all over the district is 
deposited.
as a matter of fact—.-------
by pat murphy
Thu. 0250 9.9 0700 9.0 1125 10.2 1925 1.7
Fri. 0340 10.3 0805 8.9 1235 10.1 2010 1.7
Sat. 0410 10.6 0900 8.5 1340 10.2 2105 1.6
Sun. 0450 10.7 0955 7.8 1455 10.2 2145 1.8
Mon. 0515 10.8 1045 7.1 1550 10.2 2230 2.3
Tue. 0550 10.9 1115 6.3 1700 10.1 2315 3.1
Wed. 0615 10.9 1205 5.5 1805 9.9
To get to the Macaulay Point outfall the 
trucks would have to cross federally-owned land 
and, on this, the CCRD has only an option. The 
Central Saanich disposal plant was ruled out 
because, to get to it, trucks would have to cross 
Indian reservation land - and that was out.
:That left Clover Point, where Victoria dumps 
raw sewage into the sea - or the Sidney disposal 
plant which, although it is paid for, capitally 
and operationally, by Sidney is, under letters 
patent, owned by the CRD.
Excerpts from the Mail:
The provincial ministry of 
lands, parks and housing .says that 
Monday’s solar eclipse will 
darken Vancouver Island at 8:14 
local time, be first noticeable at 
7:16 and terminate at 9:26 a.m. 
Chances of seeing it on the Island 
will be about 20 per cent due to 
weather factors. The totality, 
depending on location, may be 4 ( 
viewed for up to two minutes and 
52 seconds. But, be careful.
Playhouse on March 2 and runs through to the 17th, 
Bee Lamb, who does promotion, says: “Death is a 
word that carries a powerful impact such as only a 
few others do, and until very recently, the subject 
was seldom considered prior to its advent.’’
1 don’t think that’s quite true. Bee. Just think 
about it for a minute. No, Bee, it’s not quite true.
f Well, we were told, Victoria the beautiful, 
which has been fouling the ocean and nearby 
beaches for God knows how long, with waste by 
the millions of tons, refused to let the CRD use 
the point because it would be “too visible.”
That statement, and who made it no one 
seems to know, was, undoubtedly, the
outgrowth of years and years of protest on the 
part of ecology-minded groups of all varieties 
which have made life unea.sy for a succession of 
city councils over the fact that Victoria has been 
despoiling the ocean. T
Whether or not there’s any validity in their 
protest is doubtful—some authorities say that 
the :Ocean can neutralize and assimilate any 
quantity of sewage thatman can produce— but 
their unending lamentations have tieen a source 
Of discomfort for Victoria legislators.
; ; So, whoever made the statement undoubtedly 
thought that a parade of sewage tank trucks 
down Clover Point would once more stir up the 
human hornets who have been dormant for 
some time.
From the information office of the University of 
Victoria — UVic School of child care is increasing its 
enrolment to 45 students for the 1979-80 academic 
term. The expansion comes at the request of the 
professional advisory committee. Human Resources 
and various other employers, says the dean of the 
new Faculty of Human and Social Development.
“Employers are beginning to classify child care 
positions and are giving preference to those with a 
bachelor of arts in child care in filling these 
positions,’’ says Dr. Frances Ricks, acting director 
of the school.
The consumers are demanding higher academic 
standards too. My granddaughter, Romy, aged 
three-and-a-half and a precocious and beautiful child 
if ever there was one, said to me the other day: 
“Grand-pere (she’s bilingual, of course) I sometimes 
feel that the quality of person provided as a baby­
sitter for me is not conducive to my intellectual 
advancement. I would think that a baccalaureate 
would be a minimal requirement in a baby-sitter and 
a master’s degree about the norm. And, of course, a 
i doctoratey^uld be better. D(on’t you agree?'^^^v^ ■
■ Well, - L had to agree with the validity of her 
position although I felt a little upset about it at first. 
After all, I had done ju.st about everything I could,; 
read to her, sang to her and all likethat. But who am 
1 to stand in the way of the child’s cultural progress.
I gue.ss Fm out of a job.
Publicizing a Bastion Theatre production “The 
Shadow Box’’, which opens in the McPherson
An item from the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspaper Association tells of the death of Dan and 
Kathy Murray, son and daughter-in-law of “Ma’’ 
Murray who, with her husband, George, was 
founder of the Bridge River - Lillooet News and the 
Alaska Highway News at Fort St. John. Dan and 
Kathy published the Alaska Highway News until he 
went to Vancouver to live on his retirement from 
“the newspaper game.’’
. That last phrase is interesting. Haven’t seen it for 
years. It’s a characteristic of this business that the 
people involved never know what to call it.
If we want to be pretentious we call it a profession 
but that puts us in the same category as doctors and 
lawyers and I’m not so sure that’s where we want to 
be. A craft, perhaps? Well, hardly — it’s a little 
more all-embracing than that. A business? Yes, it’s a 
business but the people in the writing end often can’t 
balance their own cheque books.
Maybe it is a “game” although that designation is 
used as a kind of a joke in newspaper offices 
nowadays. It goes back to the days of the movie 
“Front Page” which was pretty far removed from 
'reality.^ T’ „ .'-..'L:
You know -r-,the reporter, with a big “PRESS”
- label in his hatband, rushing into the -newsroom 
yelling: “Stop the press! I’ve got a big one.”
However, most of the people in the business, or 
whatever the hell it is, still seem to regard it as a kind 
of a game. Off duty they talk about their work 
endlessly and with enjoyment. And most of them are 
in the newspaper thing because they really want to be 
there. The money isn’t much and the job security is 
not good but a lot of it is fui).
So, perhaps, “game” is still the right word.
CHURCH DIRECTORY
Attend The Church 
Of Your Choice 
This Weekend























'^Friday, March2:, > 
2:60 p.m. World Day 
of Prayer 
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office: 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
















^ 1:00 o.m. Sunday School
(Baby Fold Provided)
CENTRAL SAANICH 









Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at heart 
and you in mind.”
BETHEL
BAPTIST
Now in New Building 
at 2269 Mills Rd. -
obvious wasn’t thinking in terms of the 
reaction his remark would evoke in Sidney. If 
the chariots are “too visible” in Victoria what 
about Sidney? our people ask. What about 
Lochside Drive that seaside residential enclave 
on the Peninsula perimeter? Won’t they be just 
as “visible” to Sidney people as they would be 
to Victorians — more so, in fact, because there 
arc no homes immediately adjacent to Clover 
Point?
It was a stupid observation made more so by 
the fact that the GRD people didn’t consult with 
Sidney beforee they made the decision to use the 
Ipcal facility as a dumping point for sewage 
from the whole We.stern community as well as 
the Peninsula.
To We understand there has been a lot of 
back-pedalling since that Monday when the 
news was broken by Aid, .lerry Tregaskis at a 
meeting of Sidney council. And wc understand 
that in quality the amount of sewage dumped 
has not been great.
But all this docs raise the question of what is 
going to happen when wc run out of dumping 
places - and that day doesn’t seem to be far 
away.:":
Surely it’s time someone started to think of 
other more sophisticated rnethdds of dealing 
with sewage rather than dumping it in the sea or 
6n land. Perhaps wc should begin to think of 
waste as an asset rather than a liability. Other 
countries and some cities in the United States arc 
turning it into fertilizer.
LonK-tIme resilient of 
.Sidney, Mureel Cbup|uil.s, 
of Vieloriu, Cirnnd 
Cliuneellor of the Knitthlii 
of Pylliltts of British 
Coiuinhia, will puy nn 
offlcl»l vlsli lo Vkiorin 
Lo(l|{i’, No. 63) Sidney, on 
Februnry 28 of 8 p.m, A 
former member of llie 
Ilf'MF who servi'd for 28 
ytnirN In (he riorlliern 
reitinnsi of Cnnado, Mr. 
C’hnppols moved lo Sidney 
In rellremenl In 194*1. ||e 
has been aeiive in lodge 
viorb since he Joined Ihc 
Knighlshi 1946.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
editor, The Review, Sir;
Recent reports in the 
newspapers may have 
indicated that a referendum 
is imminent for the con­
struction of a breakw.atcr 
and a marina in the Sidney 
tarbour. But I would like to 
make it quite clear that this 
s not .so, and that there is 
still a lot of work to be done 
before people will be asked 
tq accept any possible 
financia! obligation.
Perhaps so m c
clarification on the subject 
would be helpful before 
some wrong impressions arc 
gained.
The resolutions placed 
before Council and ap­
proved unanimously last 
Monday niglit were as 
follows:—
a) Thai the town become 
tlie proponeni of a program 
10 develop a harbour at 
the Eastern end of Beacon 
Avenue.
b) That a .steering 
committee consisting of two 
members of eouncil, one 
member of the Cluimber of 
(.!ommeroc, and one 
member of tlie Advisory 
Planning Commission be 
esiablislied to e.splore ilic 
Icasibility and funding of 
the above development.
e) That upon eompteiion 
of lire above study, the 
findings of the commiitee 
be presented |o council for 
the possible preparation of 
a referendum for the said 
development at a later date,
I he intention of tlui 
resolutions is to ensure tluit 
all aspects of such a 
development are explored 
thoroughly so that no 
hidden costs are 
i'jvcdookcd,, llial. alt 
possible funding is in­
vestigated, and the public 
fully inrornicd before any 





On behalf of the 
Penin.sula Players Drama 
Club 1 would like lo an­
nounce our upcoming 
production of Neil Simon’s 
comedy hit PLAZA 
SUITE. This will be a 
special presentation in 
recognition of the B.C.
H cart F o u n d a t i on ’ s 
“February is Heart
Month.” As a member of 
Theatre B.C./The B.C. 
Drama Association we have 
decided to joitt with many 
other community service 
groups in raising inoney for 
tire Heart I’outrdation. We 
lutve arranged a special 
opening night benefit
performance Thursday, 
March 1. 1979. with
proceeds going to tlie Heart 
I'oimdation and Tliealre 
B.C. After the show ilicre 
will he a “meet tlie east” 
Wine and Cheese.
The play is being directed 
by well-known Victoria
actor Barry Grimshaw witli 
cast members from Victoria 
and tlie Saanich Peninsula, 
Sltow nights tiro March 1.2, 
3, 9 and 10, at 8 p.m, at 
Parkland ScTiool Theiilre! 
tickets $3.
We would like to offer a 
special rate to other 
community groups in­
terested in fund raising. For 
groups of twenty or more 
tickets arc $2,50 to be 
resold to group nrembcis at 
regulitr price. I'or more 
iirformaiion on tickets 
please call 652-1078 or 656- 
6781.
r* e n i n s u 1 a P layers 
depends upoir and greatly 
apprecititc tire support of 






wil, media manipulation by 
the Jews. Thank you and 
your correspondent for 
informing us that the Nazi 
Party is alive and well in 
Sidney, B.C.
Martin Segger, 
1035 Sutlej Street, 
Victoria, II.C.
Etiilnr, The Review, SIrt
Rc; Recent cortespon 
deuce in your coitinrns; 10
Edilnr, The Review, Sir:
We arc being eontimially 
blasted by a sickening tirade 
from Pre.ss, Radio, T'.V,, 
and high-ranking 
politicians about lire 
protection of tire iMcnclr 
culture, It is very iiDiiceahlc 
that it is I'rench first with 
members of our Itighly 
ovcrwcigliietl I’etleral 
cabinet wlien addressing 
audiences, even thoiigit ilte 
liMciiers may be eighty I'ler 
cent Fnglish speaking, I am
disturbed ... even
'rigltleneLl — by tlie uiralliy 
e l-nglish-speitkiiig 
rettple of Canada. Why dp 
we not speak up foi the 
niguagc tliai. is used in 
praeiicully eighty per cent 
of husiiress and social 
communication in oiir 
country?
Wc watch T'.V, ttnd wc 
Itear people from Iran. 
Palestine, Israel, Egypt,. 
Cliimi, Russia, Japan, 
I'.iirrtpciui, Sonllt Americait 
anil African counirics 
speaking in inrelligihle 
English —1 sometimes rnoic 
Citsily followed and un- 
clersiood thmi srtine t'f our 
elected Canadian Ciovei- 
nmeirt Cabinei, ministers 
vsiih a family Itackgiomid 
(tf more than two hundred 
years in Canada, VVlrcn the 
Clrinesc Ciime 10 Canada 
they adopted our way of 
living and oirr language, cur 
(sff ilvMr and hav,'
become out friendly arul 
very respected citiAms.
While wjitvi)ln,tl 'he b'irst 
Mini'-ier’s Ccttfcrence hc/t 
week, the one thing 'hat 
ante lirtough rome loud
and deal was that uur PM
would willingly barter every 
other right and privilege of 
the Federal Government for 
the provinces to give 
eonsem to incorporate 
linguistic rights in the 
Constitution. Should you 
go back over the efforts and 
actions of oiir PM ever 
since taking office ten years 
ago, I am sure that you will 
be convinced, as I am, that 
his one hnrning, iin- 
eennrollable desire was not 
to make Canada bilingual, 
but to have French the 
tlominani and working 
language of Canada.
The reference is always 
"Uuebec and Cantida," 
‘•Quebec and Canada!” As 
if they alieady are separate 
nations, Wiry all this e.\- 
pendiiure of millions, and 
millions of our Irard-carned 
dnllai's to force the rest of 
Camtda to adopt the Frencli 
language? Should one 
province elect to isolate 
itself with a minority 
language, why sliould the 
other provinces he pnnislied 
with the same Itandicap?
.Anotlret Thing ihiit 
disinibs lire greatly is wlrere 
do the picssmes emanate 
from that compel the media 
to get “hopped up" in a 
frenzy iihout tin elected 
public officitti who en­
deavours to enliven a drab 
poliiical gci-iogether with 
an eniennining difly using a 
word tliat has been acccpied 
jargon for riKMc than eight 
decades rhat 1 can 
remember. On tiumerous 
oec.tsioiis h.ivc T seen it 
engender amnsernent but 
never have 1 known it to he 
lepntsed with emniiy.
Out Governor General, 
wliile reeetttly luldrcs.sing un 
rm.Tlen-'-’ m Qn-shec, had the 
courtesy to convey 
gteeiings, on behalf of Her 
MiijeMv. to liei host of 
friend/ in the U.H.A,, and 
to tlie great majority of her 
<„:an,tdian subjects whose 
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7180 East Saontch Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd.
r 11:15 o^m; / ;
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11:00 a.m. - Love: 
Keeping the Peace and 
overcoming Evil.








Pastor Darrell Eddy 
B.A. B.D. 
656-6791
PASTOR H.E. DA WES. 
656-6940
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m. 






















6:00 p.m, ■ l;ilm - “The 
UnfinislrcdTask." 
Wednesday










Sunday, February 25(li 






9:30 a.m. T he Foul’s 
Suiiper








.k'stissaid “him the 
I l)thi of the World"
Anglican Church of Cnnada
THE PARISH 








Followed by refresh- 
nicnls.
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH 
3rd St., Sidney
. 8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 




5:30 p.m, ANNU/\L 
MEETING &l»OT 
LUCK SUPPER 
Wednesday: 8:(K) p.m. • 
Adult C'onfirmation. 




HOLY T RINIT V 
9:00 a.m, Holy
Communion 





Rev. Robert Sanson 
656-487(1 656-5322
Assistant
Rev, C. Campbell 
__________
'Rector
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR North Saanich Council Briefs
Continued from Page 4
WOI king language is 
English, anti for so doing he 
was booed and croaked at 
by his Quebec audience. 
This incident of gross in­
decency and bigotry was 
covered by one small 
'secluded paragraph in the 
press. As the merchandisers 
say “Shop and compare" 
with the volume of space —
;e dit o ria 1s , press
correspondents columns, 
and letters to the editor in 
our local papers — ac­
corded to the “Frog" 
incident; add to that the 
hours of time by radio and 
'T.V. given to the same 
■ event. Surely our priorities 
arc in need of medical 
'aiicnlion. They are sick!
Furilicr let us take a 
moment to consider tlie
insidious methods used to 
push the French language 
takeover. Why was it 
necessary on the Saanich 
Peninsula for School Board 
63 to insert an ad­
vertisement printed in 
French in our local papers? 
Can you by any stretch of 
imagination visualize an ad. 
printed in English in a 
Quebec paper, local to a 
French pseaking com­
munity? If wc arc going to 
play games let us play them 
fairly.
And further, in my 
possession 1 have an en­
velope — to be posted in 
Victoria, B.C. to 
destination Victoria, B.C. 
— with the address printed 
in 1-rench. “Victoria, 
C o 1 o m b i c- Br i 11 a n i q 11 c." 
Good old Victoria, B.C.!
Friday, Feb. 23 to Thursday. 
Mar. I
MELON COCKTAIL 
CHEF’S SOUP OF THE DAY 
WADDLING DOG SALAD 
lYour Choice ot Drotsingl 
CHICKEN CORDON BLEU 
WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE 
ROAST POTATOES R FRESH VEGETABLES 
LEMON MERINGUE PIE 
COFFEE $12.95
The Waddling Dog Has Something For Everyone
^iijp Food billing ^^om
SERVING SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE 
Open Seven Days A Week 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
The English Atmosphere 
Dining Lounge
BRITISH PIANO & DANCING ^ 
EVERY FRIDAY &. SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P,M.
COFFEE SHOP 
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY
AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERGHARGE « CHARGEX
PATRICIA BAY HIGHWAY AT 
MT. NEWTON CROSSROAD 
SAANICHTON PHONE 652-1146
What has happened that 
you should deserve this?
And still further! At a 
recent meeting of District 
63 School Board a group, 
pressuring for total French 
immersion classes, divulged 
that they were organized in 
home group meetings for 
the promotion of French 
language in this area. Many 
parents do not deem it 
neces.sary that their children 
should take languages 
additional to that provided 
for in the regular school 
curriculum. When our 
children wanted courses in 
additional languages — and 
one of them studied four 
additional — we w'illingly 
paid for that provision. Wc 
do not think that our 
O..A.P.S, or any other 
should have to foot the bill 
for any children beyond 
basic requirements.
If the French culture is so 
desirable, why do wc have 
to spend millions of dollars 
to push it so hard? How 
about the vast majority of 
Canadians wIilt are English 
s|Tcaking? Surely they too 
have rights! Let us wake up 
and assert ourselves on 
behalf of their cultures and 
rights!
W'.D. MacLeod, 
9060 East Saanich Rd., 
Sidney, B.C.
Editor, The Review, Sir: 
Dear Barry,-
Consider this preliminary 
introduction as a matter for 
serious Consideration.
The present day ever 
increasing sewage pollution 
of our Canadian fisheries 
waters i.e. - our beautiful 
coastal waterfront beaches, 
our lakes, .streams and 
rivers. In the 32 years I 
have lived in Victoria; 
apparently no one has 
presented a sane sensible 
and economical solution to 
this ever inereasing 
problem. Lets disregard the 
time and multi-millions of 
dollars wasted. It is wrong 
to tell people that the 
problem is being solved by 
transporting theproblem 
from point A to point B. 
That was the way of the 
Babylonians of some 4000
years ago.
At this time science and 
technology has made some 
astonishing progress. Men 
to the moon etc.
1 propose to establish 3 
New Industries.
No. 1 Saanich Peninsula, 
an agriculture manufac­
turing industry in con­
junction with a truck farm. 
This area, based on the 
areas average summer mean 
temperature offers a 
promising success for horti 
and hydro-culture.
No. 2, the Western 
Community; a fertilizer 
manufacturing plant.
No. 3, Sooke, same as 
No. 2.
The basic component of 
the fertilizer would be, the 
sludge pumped from 
problem septic tanks. The 
sewer and sludge disposal 
problems of the (C.R.D.) is 
a present day disaster of the 
area. They (C.R.D.) are 
apparently planning for 
sludge to be dumped into 
our ocean. This would 
further contaminate our 
beaches with more filth. 
Nearly every beach is 
polluted now.
My proposal would solve 
the problem of sewage 
waste disposal. In return 
the area would make a 
profit, create jobs, promote 
agriculture in a clean 
pollution free healthy 
environment.
The huge limestone 
quarry at Brentwood is now 
The World Famous But 
chart Gardens. Thanks to a 
lady with vision.
We can create a garden 
paradise in the Greater 
Victoria area, based on and 
use of the natural energy 
that the planet was and is 
energized by.
In the selection of 
the plant sites, 1 would 
appreciate considerate ideas 
and suggestions. Should we 
proceed in this area we 
would base all plans on a 
long term viable industry. 
The development, 
promotion and prosperity 
of the Industry being 
Viable, is most important.
D.L. Losephson 
663 Lombard Dr
An official response from 
B.C. Hydro as to why the 
Peninsula is repeatedly 
struck by power outages 
still left council in the dark 
Monday. For the most part 
Hydro president, J.N. 
Olsen, cited downed trees 
and branches as well as salt 
spray on insulators, as the 
culprits that often plunged 
the peninsula into darkness 
during recent months.
“I guess that’s the best 
response we can expect,” 
said Aid. Obee Philp, “but 
1 still can’t understand why 
the telephone lines don’t go 
out as often as the hydro 
lines since they’re strung 
.side by side.”
board dogs or do anything 
other than occasionally 
breed our own pair,” 
Matheson said in a letter to 
council.
“We do not intend to 
make a habit of breeding 
them, but because they arc 
such a very large breed we 
do not offer the puppies for 
sale until they are six 
months old, which means 
that at some point in the 
year in which we breed 
them we will have far more 
than the official quota of 
dogs.”
In approving council’s 
vote to grant the licence. 
Mayor George Westwood 
noted that the Matheson 
property is in the
Agricultural Land Reserve 
and said “If we can’t allow 
kennels in the ALR I don’t 
know where we can allow 
them.”
Council gave third 
reading to a bylaw to place 
a hold on the mayor’s 
indemnity while aldermen 
increase their own. The 
move is being made to bring 
the indemnities into a two 
to one ratio — the mayor 
getting double the aider- 
men’s salaries instead of 
the three to one ration that 
now exists.
The bylaw has now to get 
final approval from 
council.
March has been 
proclaimed as National 
Diabetes Month in North 
Saanich following an 
application ' by The 
Canadian Diabetic 
Association to council for 
such a designation.
The objective of the 
National appeal this year 
will be to gain $1 million in 
donations to help more 
than 500,000 people in­
flicted with varying degrees
of the disease.
* * *
An application for a day 
care centre and play school 
at Ardmore Golf Course 
was referred to the plan­
ning, zoning and land use 
committee after council 
learned the applicate, 
Wallace du Temple, 
manager of the golf course, 
would not be the person 
responsible for running the 
facility.
Council was also unsure 
that the current commercial 
recreational zoning 
covering the golf course 
would allow a day care 
centre which would not 
only service patrons of the 
golf facility but be open to 
all residents of north
Saanich.
* * *
Council granted a kennel 
licence to Clio Matheson, 
1346 Munro Road, to 
enable the Matheson’s to 
breed a pair of pedigree 
dogs.
“We do not intend to
Subdivision O.K 
- But No House
ti
Fa
NEWLY ELECTED as 
Honored Queen for Sidney
Job’s Daughters, Bethel 54, ■ 
is Janet Day, 17, a five-year
member of organization. 
Grade 12 student at
Parkland Secondary, Janet 
is also involved in scliool’s 
Grass Roots fltcatre and 
■works part time at Sidney 
Super Foods. Although not 
born in Sidney she has been, 
a local resident for 16years.,
OBITUARY
Qne concession made in 
favour of a former Central 
Saanich woman’s estate 
isn’t big enough, argued 
director Dave Hill at a 
capital regional board 
meeting last week.
The board was con 
sidering a committee 
recommendation to allow a 
11.62-acre piece of 
agricultural land reserve 
land to be subdivided, 
providing no house would 
be built on the new, nine 
acre lot.
The land is owned by the 
estate of Edith Crampton 
and, according to her will, 
should be subdivided and 
the larger lot sold and 
profits divided amongst her 
children.
It was because of the 
nature of the application 
that the committee agreed 
to approve it in the first 
place.
But Hill charged the 
recommendation was 
“ridiculous” and “stupid” 
because it didn’t allow a 
house to be built on the new 
lot.
He suggested such a 
restriction was like buying a 
car, and then not being 
allowed to buy gas.
But; other regional 
directors agreed with the 
recommendation.
Jim Campbell said too 
often ALR land is regarded 
by real estate agents as easy 
to remove from the rc.serve.
“Who would farm that 
property but the farmer 
ne.xt door?” asked director 
Bob Wright.
“He is,’’ replied 
Campbell.
Sooke director Charles 
Perkins pointed out that 
when the land is sold, a new 
owner can apply to have it 
removed, or a house built 
on it.
1 think this is a stupid 
recommendation,’’ 





The Motor Licence 
Office, 431 Menzies St., 
Victoria will be open 
Saturday, February 24, 
1979 from 8:30 to 4:30. 
Motorists are being given 
this extra opportunity to 
purchase their 1979 licence 
plates and insurance prior 
to the midnight February 28 
deadline.
Driver Examination 




2405 BEACON AVE., Sidney
[Upstairs in the Town Square]
AmUtSMdl
OF THE WEEK
Woollens & uftra Suede can be 
pressed without a press cloth on the 
right side with a “Steamstress”. 




We hove fust received 
o Shipment of Very Fine 
100% COTTONS for your 
Spring Ra, Summer 
Wardrobe Pionning.
HOME OF THE MARIAGER FIREPLACE CONVERTER - LOCALLY 
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO SAVE YOU HEAT & MONEY
SEE OUR NEW, LOCALLY MADE, SHOP HEATER
FEATURING: —
• ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
• LARGE CAPACITY
• TOP LOADING* AIR INTAKE
• PROVEN OVAL AIRTIGHT DESIGN
Priced At:
$13900






























At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on Februaty 19, 
1979, Mrs. Ethel E. 
Wilders, born in London, 
England, December 28, 
1887, lived on Mayne Island 
and later moved to Ladner, 
B.C. and then to Victoria, 
B.C. Married H.W. 
Wilders in 1903. She was 
engaged in theatricals at the 
Royal Theatre with her 
hu.sband. Awarded by King 
George V for Red Cross 
service during the First 
World War, also recognized 
by Prince Phillip in 1978, 
for her ardent work with 
Save The Children Fund; 
member of the I.O.D.E.; 
lifetime member of the 
Anglican Church; sang in 
the Cathedral Choir also at 
St. Barnabas Church. 
Moved to Sidney, B.C., in 
1943 She was predeceased 
by her husband, H.W. 
Wilders, in 1959 and her 
son, II. Stuart Wilders, in 
1942. Survived by her 
daughtcr-in-law, Mrs. G. 
Wilders Peters; and grand­
daughter, Helen Wilders 
Patterson; great- 
gratidcltildrcn, Michael S. 
Hart, .1. Steven llarl and 
Susan E, Hart; many 
relatives in England, 
Vanemiver and California, 
Service tit St. andrew'f 
Anglican Cluireh, 9696 .3rd
Street, February 22, 1979, 
at 1:00 p.m; Rev. Robert 
Sansom officiating, 
cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may contribute 
to the St. Andrew’s Church 
Fund or Save The Children 
Fund, c/o St. Andrew’s 
Church. Arrangements by 
the Sands Funeral Chapel 
of Ro,ses, Sidney, B.C.
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday Saturday 9 to 6 
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Sale Prices Effective Feb. 22, 23, 24
9819 - 5th St. - SIDNEY
YOUR FRIENDLY 
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OET TO KMIW VOU SBECIAES-
BA TH TO WEL 
SECONDS REG,
\ .......... M W 1C
yf
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1 ------------SIIO n EH CilH TA HSS
10% "
\1 WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION Ol’ BAIHKOOM 
CO-ORDINATES --- SHOWER HOOKS 
. SOAR Dl.SMES — SAUNA SUPrL.lES,
' ' 9783 - THIRD STi SIDNEY • 656-25U
ALL INSTORE STOCK
HARRIS
On February 17, 1979, 
Mr. Ronald Gordon Harris, 
age 71 years. Born in 
England, a resident of 
Sidney, B.C. for the past 11 
years, late residence, 9646 
Third Street, formerly of 
Victoria, B.C. He leaves his 
loving wile, Gladisc and 
son, Ted, at home, sister, 
Mrs. W. Chapman, 
Vancouver, B.C., nieces 
and nephews. The late Mr. 
Harris was a member of the 
Sidney Rotary Club and tltt* 
Masonic Lodge No, 143 
A.F.A A.M.B.C.R.
Service in Holy Trinity 
Anglican Church, Patricia 
Bay, B.C. on Tuesday, 
February 20, 1979 ai 3:00 
p.m, Rev, R. Sansom 
officiating, luterment at 
Holy Trinity Ccmeicry, 
Arrungcmcnls by tltc Sands 




A local' rcsidenl phoned 
Central Saanich police late 
Friday to say that her 
brown Mexican Icailicr 
purse, containing $230 in 
cash and credit cards, which 
she had placed on the roof 
of Irer car while site was 
unlocking it. was missing 
and must have fallen off 
somewhere in Saanlcluon 
village.' '
Police checked, with no 
results, hut .slrorlly al'" 
U;iwaid;.. 'iYAYu Cafe in 
Saarricliion Plaza reported 
that a purse, which an­
swered the description of 
the missing one, trad been 
turned in,
It was identified as tlic 
lost property and returned 


















Head Cheese 12 oz.








SNOCAP FROZEN 2 LB. HP Al I








cu r RITE 100 El .




Waxed Paper Refill iL
NAIU)IL24 0Z.
Strawberry Jam $159
tas i er's choice freeze dru:d
Instant Coffee «o/





DR. UAI.LARD REEF ‘N CHEESE
Dog Food
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WET PITCH SLOWS SOCCER 1 TRAVELODGE DREAM CUT SHORT
Peninsula Steelers played 
a scoreless tie soccer game 
Saturday against the Juan 
de Fuca Dairy Queen at 
Wishart School.
Despite a continual 
downpour the Steelers 
played an excellent game. 
Strong defensive play by 
Aaron Petrie and Kenny 
Wright minimized the 
number of Dairy Queen’s 
shots on Steelers goal. A 
good performance was ahso 
placed by James Red fern on 
offence.
In another recent soccer 




Div. 5B Peninsula Cougars
Div. 7C Juan de Fuca UNNl
Div. 8 West Gorge Canadians
Div. 8 South Peninsula Eagles
Div. 9 South Lansdowne E.O. Cosmos
Div. 9 East Juan De Fuca Dairy Queen
Sunday, February 18 
Div. IB Peninsula Trojans 1 1
Div. 3B Lakehill McKenzie Esso 5










Juan de Fuca Glenwood Meants
Peninsula Kickers
Peninsula Steelers
By AL CROSS 
TraveLodge’s dream of 
catching Sidney Freight 
before the end of the 
season’s play came to an
Gorge Buccaneers 
Peninsula Jets
Gordon Head Saunders Hitchman 0
Lansdowne E c n i n g 
Optomists Bombers with a 




VICTORIA GUARD DOG LTD.
can show you 
How to Prevent Crime 
from Happening to You. 








for the Cougars since it 
avenged an earlier 2-1 loss 
to the Bombers.
Gary Shubak, Trent 
Bonneau atid Patric Walsh 
each scored two goats for 
the Cougars while Allen 
Dobi, Stephen Hale, 
Michael Bohnet and Ian 
Stanhope each racked up 
one for the team.
Schubak played an 
outstanding game at right 
wing. One of Schubak’s 
goals came from a corner 
kick by Bohnet which he 
headed into the goal. 
Schuback, along with 
Bonneau and Walsh played 
their usually strong passing 
games.
The shutout was the 
second of the year for 
Mathew Barney.
Another game, played in 
the heavy rain Saturday, 
ended with a 1-0 score 
favouring the Gordon Head 
.ANAF Vets in a match 
against the Peninsula 
Thunderbirds.
Although both teams 
experienced slippery un­
derfooting on the wet pitch, 
competition was evenly 
balanced. Goals were at a 
premium because of the
by




(R.S.B.C. I960, Chap. 315)
:-A--INQOlRY-^
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
^ " URANIUM MINING^^^ ^
is
TAKE NOTICE that, pursuant to the British Columbia Public Inquiries 
Act, His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor in Council has been pleased 
to appoint as Commissioners the following persons, namely:
Dr. David V. Bates, Chairman 
Dr. James W. Murray 
Valter Raudsepp
The Commissioners shall inquire into the adequacy of existing 
measures to provide protection in all aspects of uranium mining in 
British Columbia. In particular, the Commissioners will examine the 
adequacy of existing Federal and Provincial requirements in British 
Columbia for:
(a) The protection of the health and safety of workers associated 
with exploration, mining and milling of uranium, and
(b) The protection of the environment, and
(c) The protection of the Public.
The Commissioners shall make recommendations for setting and 
maintaining standards for workers and public safety and for the pro­
tection of the environment in respect to the exploration, mining and 
milling of uranium ores. They are to report their findings and recom­
mendations to the Lieutenant-Governor in Councii in accordance with , 
, the provisions of the Act,
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that Public Hearings by the Royal Com­
mission of Inquiry Health and Environmental protection — Uranium 
Mining will be held at selected locations throughout the Province, at 
times and dates to be announced. The first series of Public Hearings 
to receive Briefs will be held during the months of May, June,and July, 
1979. An Inaugural Public meeting is to bo hold
10:00 a.m., Tuesday, March 6, 1979 
Holiday Inn
711 West Broadvvay Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C.
The purpose of this meeting will bo to outline plans for future sittings 
‘ and rules of procedure.
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that those persons or organizations in­
tending to appear before the Commission at any of Its Public Hearings 
after March 6, 1979 are required to:
(a) Write Immediately to inform the Executive Secretary at the ad­
dress below and inform him of such Intention, and thereafter
(b) Prepare a Brief to bo forwarded to the Executive Secretary prior 
to their appearance before the Comrni.ssion,
There will bo an opportunity for Informal prosohtatlons to bo r^iade 
before the Commission during Its Public Hearings without prior notice 
being given.
The Executive Secretary will contact the parties concerned and cer­
tain other organizations and expert witnesses to arrange for their ap­
pearance at a suitable time and place.
Further Public Notices with respect to the Public Hearings will be 
Issued In duo course,
On behalf of the Commission:
Brig. Gon. E.D. Danby (roflrod)
Execullvo Secretary 
Royal Commission of Inquiry 
Houltit and bnviioninonttii 
Protection — Uranium Mining 
» P.O. Box 46302. Postal Station “G**
Vancouver, B.C. V6R 4G6
abrupt end when the two 
leaders met and the Lodge 
came away with a sound 
thrashing in men’s hockey.
Playoffs start this
TEAM STANDINGS as Of Feb. 18, 1979
TEAM G W L T GF GA Pts
Sidney Freight 30 21 8 1 196 111 43
Travelodge 31 15 11 5 144 149 35
Shoreline 31 13 12 4 147 137 30
Sidney Hotel 31 12 15 4 158 171 28
Bob Whyte 31 7 23 1 108 189 15
strong defence shown 
both clubs.
A break-a-way by Jason 
Krop of the Thunderbirds 
— in what appeared to be 
that teams only scoring 
possibility — was cut short 
by the defending fullback 
who took the ball from 
Krop’s foot just before a 
shot on goal.
On Sunday the Peninsula 
Trojans lost a 3-1 match 
against Gorge Buccaneers 
with Chris Knudsen getting 
the only goal for
the Trojans.
The contest was played 
on the all-weather pitch at 
Beacon Hill Park because 
Saturday’s rains had
flooded local pitches. It was 
a fa.st game with very little 
difference shown between 
the two teams.
Gorge went ahead in the 
35-ininutes on a scramble in 
the goal mouth and carried 
a 1-0 lead at half time. 
Immediately after the 
interval Peninsula struck 
back with a sustained
pressure and, after two 
shots that failed to find 
their mark, Chris Knudson 
came in fast on a loose ball 












Bob Whyte vs Sidney Hotel 
Travelodge vs Shoreline 
Sidney Freight vs Bob Whyte 
Sidney Hotel vs Travelodge 
Shoreline vs Sidney Freight 
Bob Whyte vs Travelodge 
Sidney Freight vs Sidney Hotel 
Shoreline vs Bob Whyte 
Travelodge vs Sidney Freight 
Sidney Hotel vs Shoreline
Thursday and, at the end of 
this column, are a list of 
names and dates.
STANDINGS as of SUNDA Y, FEB. 18, 1979
T Pts
18
Div. IB P w L
Gordon Head Shell 10 9 1
Duncan Trio Sabres 9 5 3
Gorge Buccaneers 10 4 4
Lans. Eve. Opt. Royals 9 4 4
Peninsula Trojans 10 3 4
Bays United Rowdies 10 - 9
Div. 1C p W L
J. de F. Coldstream Chevron 9 7 1
L.H. Gillespie Electric 9 5 2
Bays United Headers 9 5 3
Pros. Lk. Gibsons Photo 5 2 2
Peninsula Braves 9 2 6
Div. 3B P W L
J. de F. Columbia Ready-Mix 8 7 -
Cordova Bay Hawks 8 4 3
Peninsula Jets 8 5 3
L.H. McKenzie Esso 8 2 6
Gorge Royals 8 1 7
Div.3C P W L
Peninsula Flyers TO 9 -
Lans. Eve. Opt. Da Vinci 9 5 3
Sooke Checkers 10 4 4
CowichanTops 10 3 5
B.U, Vickery Constr. 10 3 7
G.H. Saunders & Hitchman 9 2 7
Div. 4B P W L
J.,de F. Van Isle Moulding 10 7 , 1
Gorge Canadians 10 6 2
Pros. Lk. Robers 10 6 .4
Cordova Bay Bruins 10 4 4
Peninsula Pumas 10 4 6
Lans. Eve. Opt. Islanders 10 - 10
Div.5B; ' ■■ P w L"
1 Lakehill Bullfrog Service 9 9 : .- .
Cowichan Woodland Auto Body 9 1
J. deF. BelmontGollisiori 10 5 " V 4:
Peninsula. Cougars 10 4 ■'5',
Lans; Eve. Opt. Bombers 16 3
J. de F. Doman’s Lumber 10 10
D1V.5D p W L
Gordon Head ANAF Vets. 9 9 -
Bays United Titans 9 7 2
Peninsula Thunderbirds 10 6 3
Gorge Buccaneers 10 4 6
Sooke Coasters 10 1 8
J. de F. Sooke Forest Products 10 1 9
Div. 6A p W L
Gorge F.C. ' 11 8 2
L.H. Peter Pollen 10 8 2
G.H. Coppen Jewellers 11 6 3
B.U. McLaren Electric 10 6 4
Eve. Opt. Colts 11 1 9








Feb. 12 - Bob Whyte
Marine - 8 — Shoreline - 5
Bob Whyte got on the 
scoresheet first with a goal 
by Reed Pumple then three 
back-to-back goals by 
brother Dave Pumple paced 
Bob Whyte for the win.
Myles Morrison scored a 
goal and set up four others. 
The rest of Bob Whytes’ 
goals were scored by Doug 
Miller plus two by Dale 
Tweedhope.
Shoreline’s goal’s were 
scored by Don Gowan who 
got two and singles by Terry 
Banister, Derek Allen and 
Ken Norburv.
Feb. 14 - Sidney Hotel - 6 — 
Bob Whyte - 4
Chris Cheadle is getting 
his form back as he picked 
up two goals and three 
assists. Al Pelton was in the 
score booth but had few 
,penalties to record a both 
teams played good clean 
hockey for three periods, Al 
can often be seen, keeping 
score when he’s not 
refereeing and deserves 
credit for the work he has 
done for the league.
Goal scoerers for Bob 
Whyte were Myles 
Morrison and Reed Pumple 
both players scoring twice. 
Doing the remainder of the 
scoring for Hotel were Bill 
Price, Dean Weinmyer,
Don Tillie and finally Bill 
Price got his second with 28 
seconds to end the game. 
Feb. 15 - Shoreline - 5 —. 
Travelodge - 4
In a good up and down 
game Shoreline came out on 
top by a one goal margin as 
Don Gowan and Rick Eden 
each scored twice and Ken 
Norbury scored the single. 
The game was played with 
few interruptions in the way 
of penalties as both teams 
came to play hockey. 
Scoring for Travelodge 
were Dave LaPage and 
Gary Wildman each with a 
goal and one assist while 
Ted Gibson and Ken 





















































Feb. 13 - Sidney Freight 10 
— Travelodge - 2
Travelodge first drew 
blood as Mike Miller scored 
30 seconds into the game 
and it looked like they were 
ready, but, as they drew a 
penalty, Rob Smith scored 
the first of three goals, 
Rob’s performance was the 
highest point total for one 
game by any player this 
year with his three goals he 
also picked up the assist on 
five others.
Another big gun for 
Freight was Kerry Lewis 
scoring four goals and 
assisting on another. 
Penalties played a big part 
as the Flyers scored on three 
out of six power plays and 
Kerry Lewis fourth goal 
was scored as they were 
killing a penalty. Sidney 
Freights other goals were 
scored by Jim Humphries, 
Gord Burdge, and Daryl 
Wingerter.
One of the few player’s 
who played hard for 
Travelodge was net-minder 
Mike Earl who had 51 shots 
but the Flyers couldn’t be 
held as they exploded for 
four goals in under three 
minutes to brake the game 
wide open. Getting 
Travelodge’s only other 
goal was Ken Poskitt who 





2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 





PRODUCTS Repairing or replacing your roof is easier than ever.
210 lb. self sealing ^^39
asphalt shingles 





(*new metric size: 32.3 sq. ft. per bundle)
50 lb. smooth surface $Q20
roll roofing ^ per roll
90 lb. mineral surface $ f ^00
roll roofing per roll
NIS roll roofing - 10^^ per roll







THURSDAY, MARCH 1, at 7:30 P.M. 
SANSCHA HALL









Bays United Dragons 
Peninsula Hornets 
Duncan Westcan Raiders 
J.dcF. UNNI 









L T Pis 












B.U. Newport Meats 
G.H, Pacific Trollcrs Assoc. 
Gorge Canadians 
J. de F. Ale.xnnders Sporting Gds. 
Pcnlnsiiln Warriors 

























Bays United Maynards 
G.H. Stockers N. American 
Pciiinsiilu Eagles 
























.1, de TL Morison Plumbing 
Peninsula Kickers 
G.H. Captain Scott’s 
Gorge Uiiccnnecrs 
.1. de 1\ llossoni Glass 
Cl, 11, Mundei Trucking 































Lakehill Buckle Elcotric 
Prospect l.ake Video 
G.M. Princess Mary 
Prospect Lake I.akers 
J. de F, GuldstfCiun Esso 
Peninsula, Sicdci's 
Gordon Head Kinsmen 




























1979 MONARCH 2 DR. SEDAN
4.1 Hue engine. iVimi^ disc brake.s, seleci-shifi 
auionmiic, steel bclicil radial lircs, I'ull wlicd covers, cut 
pile oiirpeiing, coolant recovery sysicm, suliil .state 
igmiioa, complete limed glass, liigli.|evel vcmilation, 
proiecitve vinyl coating, in camel pastel with vinyl 















Lans, Eve. Opt. Cyclones 
Gorge rnniuliniis 
Gorge F.C. .
Pros. Lk. Trev's Dry wall 



































Marquil... Monarch.., Zaphyr... ISoheal.,. Hotta 
Capri ■, Coufar ■. Ford Truckn.. Safa Boy Utad Can
3377 DOUGLAS at SAANICH RD. 386-6131
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200 SWIMMERS IN PENINSULA SCHOOLS MEET
Competition swimmers 
from Saanichton and 
Sansbury-McTavish schools 
took home fifty-eight 
ribbons from an interschool 
swim meet at Panorama 
Leisure Centre Tuesday.
It was the largest total of 
ribbons to be captured by 
any of the competing school 
learns.
Elk Lake school, the 
smallest team with six 
swimmers, managed to 
win a substantial twenty- 
one ribbons. The largest 
team, forty-seven swim­
mers, came from Lochside 
d'.lenient ary which 
dominated the relay races.
More than 200 swimmers
took to the water competing 
for the top six places in a 
variety of races. Meet 
organizer, Wayne Coulson 
of Sanichton Elementary 
school, said he was pleased 
with the number of entries 
and balance of strength 
between competitors.
A Saanichton parent- 
teacher team won the Great 
Deflated Innertube Race 
for the second year in a 
row.
Ribbons given to the top 
six competitors in each were 
supplied by sponsors, 
Coulson said, who also 
donated participation 
ribbons. The coveted 
Deflated Innertube Award
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & farhily 
. rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C.V62Wlor Phone area 604*687*6751.
7855 E. Saanich Road 
SPECIALIZING IN 
INDOOR FLOWERING PLANTS




Wc now have a good selection of fine quality 




Thcaraks for moking 
our OPEN HOUSE 
a success.
NOW AT 2401 BEACON
\5th & Beacon - watch 
for the Round Windows]
COME& SEE us IN OUR NEW LOCATION
Don’t Forget - Our Reprint Special 
is Good Until Feb. 28th.
REPRINTS
/rom Kodoi olor
77)/s coupon must occompnny order 
(joo Expires Fob. 38/79
;,:M6W;crt»iiN;AT'>'«>rn«>AlKftW:t
will be held for a year by 
Saanichton School who not 
only won it but was also the 
donor of the trophy.
Coulson said plans are 
underway to make the 




(BR/D); Deep Cove (DC);
Elk Lake (EL); Greenglade 





Open Medley 12 & under 
Girls
1. Sansbury - McTavish,
2. Saanichton, 3. Lochside 
(tie), 4. Sidney (tie).
Open Medley 12 & under 
Boys
1. El; 2. Sid.; 3. Saan.; 4. 
Sans/McT.
8 & under Girls F'reestyle 
“A”
1. Rochelle Brintnell, 
Sid; 2. Alison Harvey, GG;
3. Martina Stinka, SID; 4 
Karen Williams, DC; 5 
Allison Ruffles, BR/D; 6 
Tasha Hickey, SANS/McT
8 & under Girls F’reestyle 
“B”
1. Janice Nelson, San­
s/McT; 2. Heather 
Robinson (tie), DC; Anita 
Powell, (tie), SID; Kim 
Kooy, (tie), BR/D; 5. 
Melanie Banas, DC; 6. Katy 
Hall, GG.
9 & Under Boys Freestyle 
“A”
1. Mark Funk, (tie), SID; 
2. Jason Griffin (tie), 
SAAN; 3. Jody Daggett, K; 
4. Marc Rinfret, SAAN; 5. 
John Bentham, 
SANS/MCT; 6. Neil 
Young, BR/D.
8 & under Boys Freestyle 
“B”
1. Brian Donaldson, K; 
2. Marvin Wilson, SID; 3. 
Blair Philpott, GG; 4. 
Tyrone Foley, BR/D; 5. 
Wade Johnson (tie), 
Sans/McT; David Doyle 
(tie), SID.
9 & 10 Girls Freestyle “A”
1. Sherry Isaacson,
BR/D; 2. Kathryn Paris 
(tie), LOCH; Kim Dolesal 
(tie), K; 4. Julie J esperson, 
SID; 5. Janice Andrew, 
SID; 6. Kristiana Mar- 
tiniiik/LOCH.
9&10 Girls Freestyle “B”
1. Margot Longhurst, 
BR/D; 2. Janine Phillips, 
BR/D; 3. Janice 
Donaldson, K; 4. Sherry 
Hindley, SID; 5. Tara 
Craddock, SID; 6. Triena 
Dobbyn, K.
9 & 10 Boys Freestyle “ A ”
1. Darren Noble, EL; 2. 
Shane Daggett, K; 3. Peter 
Van Veen, SAAN; 4. 
Jonathan Hunter, 
SANS/McT; 5. Richard 
Marriott, LOCH; 6. Greg 
Elvadahl, BR/D.
9 & 10 Boys Freestyle “B”
1. Quin Smith, BR/D; 2. 
Brent Howard, LOCH; 3. 
Ian Soelner, DC; 4. Todd 
Scaber, SANS/McT; 5. 
Brad Jury, SID; 6. Billy 
YoxalLSAAN.
11 & 12 Girls Freestyle “A” 
1. Meris Williams, 
SAAN; 2, Elesc Francis, 
LOCH; 3. Kelly Mahon, 
SAAN; 4. Kristina Pat­
terson, SANS/McT; 5. 
Paula Wilson, SID; 6. Kelly 
Denbow, SAAN.
II & 12 Girls Freestyle “B” 
1. Kathy Ennals, LOCH;
2. Dena Gold, K; 3. Jackie 
Lean, LOCH; 4. Sandra 
Willbond, SAAN; 5. Jerry 
Smart, SANS/McT; 6. 
Sandra Willbond, SAAN.
11 & 12 Boys Freestyle “A”
1. Terry Hunt, SAAN; 2. 
Michael Moinar, 
SANS/McT; 3. Murray
Saucier, EL; 4. Rus.sell 
Bcazley, LOCH; 5. Carl 
Dewolf, SID; 6. Anthony 
Morino, SANS/McT.
11 & 12 Boys Freestyle “B” 
1. Kerry Knudsen, 
LOCH; 2, Bruce Strang, 
SAAN; 3. Shawn Snobelen, 
K; 4. Rob Howe, EL; 5. 
Dean Widenmaier, SAAN; 
6. Bruce Grundison (tie) 
LOCH; Alex deMadeiros
Tense For Parkland
These are tense, tough 
but exciting days for the 
Panthers’ basketball team 
out of Parkland school.
The nine-member squad 
under direction of school 
coach Joe Milligan has just 
capped a history making 
season of undefeated games 
with a tri-provincial 
championship played Feb. 9 
and 10 in Edmonton.
The championship came 
out of the .sixth annual 
invitational exhibition game 
ho.sted by the Harry Ainsley 
High School in Edmonton. 
The team played four 
games in two days to 
capture the title for B.C. 
over Alberta and 
Saskatchewan.
‘ But the strenuous, feyer-
pitch schedule is just 
beginning for the team of 
6 to 17 year olds. On 
Friday ■ they beat out the 
Oak Bay Secondary School 
team lo grab a berth in the 
lower Vancouver Island 
playoffs. They now face a 
game to determine whether 
they are the fir.st or second 
choice in Island com­
petitions.
Two teams from that 
match will enter the B.C 
Championships to be 
played March 14 through 
March 17 in Vancouver and 
Milligan’S: team hopes 
they’ll be able to keep their 
winning, streak throughout 
the competitions, v :
(tic) SAAN.
9 & 10 Girls Backstroke 
1. Janine Phillips, BR/D; 
2. Renee Rosko, 
SANS/McT; 3. Stephanie 
Grant (tie), SID; Pamela 
Ens (tie), GG; Shauna 
Swanson (tie) SANS/McT.
9 & 10 Boys Backstroke 
1. Shane Daggett, K; 2. 
Dean Hamilton (tie) 
Sans/McT; Tom Kennedy
(tic), K; 4. Terry Dean, 
SID; 5. Peter Van Veen, 
SAAN; 6. Todd Boden, 
SID.
11 & 12 Girls Backstroke 
1. Meris Williams, 
SAAN; 2. Kristina Pat­
terson, SANS/McT; 3. Lisa 
Olson, K; 4. Elesc Francis, 
LOCH; 5. Kelly Mahon, 
SAAN; 6. Jerry Smart, 
SANS/McT.
11 & 12 Boys Backstroke 
1. Terry Hunt, SAAN; 2. 
Murray Saucier, EL; 3. 
Michael M o 1 n c r, 
SANS/McT; 4. Adam 
Vipond, LOCH; 5. Allan 
McCallum EL; 6. Mark 
Bowler, DC.
9 & 10 Girls Breastroke 
1. Triena Dobbyn, K; 2. 
Sherrie Isaacson, BR/D; 3. 
Margot Longhurst, BR/D; 
4. Lotus Vermeer (tic),
S A N S / M c T ; Shauna 
Swanson (tic), SANS/McT; 
6. Janice Andrew, SID.
9 & 10 Boys Breastroke 
1. Quin Smith, BR/D; 2. 
Darren Noble, EL; 3. David 
Bukovec, SANS/McT; 4. 
Victor Ccllarius, SAAN; 5. 
Peter Van Veen, SAAN; 6. 
Chris Lindsay' SI D.
11 & 12 Girls Breastroke 
1. Shailene Thompson, 
SID; 2. Jane Sharpe, 
LOCH; 3. Kelly Denbow, 
SAAN; 4. Kristina Pat­
terson, SANS/McT; 5. Pat 
Burnett, SAAN; 6. Gina 
Heal, LOCH, 
tl & 12 Boys Breastroke 
1. Daryl’ Foster, LOCH; 
2. Rob McLennan, EL; 3. 
An t h on y Mori no ,
SANS/McT; 4. Bruc E 
Strang, SAAN; 5. Alan 
McCallum, EL; 6. John 
Stewart, LOCH.
12 & under Open Medley 
Relay
1. LOCH; 2. SAAN; 3. 
SID; 4. SANS/McT.
10 & under Boys Freest. 
Relay
1. SANS/McT; 2. 
LOCH; 3. K; 4. SAAN; 5. 
BR/D; 6. EL.
10 & Under Girls Frees. 
Relay
1. BR/D; 2. SID; 3. K;4. 
SAAN; 5. SANS/McT; 6. 
GG.
11 & 12 Mixed Freest. Relay 
1. LOCH; 2. SAAN; 3.
SANS/McT; 4. BR/D; 5. 
SID.
10 & Under Mixed Frees. 
Relay
1. K; 2. SID; 3. BR/D; 4 
SAAN; 5. SANS/McT; 6. 
LOCH.
11 & 12 Boys F'reestyle
I. EL; 2. LOCH; 3. 
SANS/McT;4. SAAN.
11 & 12 Girls Frees. Relay 
1. LOCH; 2. SAlvS/Mc T 
-Tic-SAAN. :
The Great Deflated 
Innerture Race
1. Parkland; 2. Saanich, 
3. Brentwood / Durrance.
Bowling News
By LY ALL RIDDELL 
For the past six weeks all 
league teams have been 
competing in the qualifying 
rounds of the Provincial 
Teambowl Championships.
Twenty-four teams, who 
bowled the most pins over 
their league average 
qualified.' Nine fioi'n the 
Commercial leagues, 6 
from the Legion, 6 from the 
Mermaids and 3 from the 
Credit Union.
These teams will now 
compete in the semi-finals 
round beginning this week, 
in the finals the.winning six 
teams will have their scores 
submitted to the
C.F.P.B.A. (B.C.) in 
competition with other 
B.C. teams. The top 36 
teams in B.C. will win a 
one-week vacation in Reno 
on June 17.
Talk about bowler’s 
devotion! Jim Wakefield, 
President of the Com­
mercial League who’s 
suffering from a sore neck 
and right shoulder, came 
out to bowl n Tuesday and 
did so, left handed, .score, 
triple 328.
Beat the Big One. Give 
generou.sly to your Heart 
Fund.
PEE WEE & PUP DI VISION 
HOCKEY STANDINGS 
as of February 18,1979 
PEEWEEA :
TEAM P W
Mayers Steel Boats 20 10
Sidney Bakery 20 10
Ellehammer Industires 20 5
Marys Coffee Bar 20 7
Top Scorer 
Doug Thom.son of 













Pis GF GA 
23 87 69







. . HOURS: :/
In Downtown Sidnoy DAILY 8:30 - 6:00
Across from Sidney Hotel
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS SUNDAY 10:00 ■ 5:30




2.40 Goals Against Average
FROZEN “U” GRADE 10-14 LBS.
TURKEY
CANADA GRADEA
CROSS RIB ROAST u.
$|49
Team P W L T Pts GF GA
Saan. Pen. Credit Union 20 16 3 1 33 72 30
C. Saan. Vol. Fire & Pol. 20 6 13 1 13 38 61
Sidney Pharmacy 20 9 9 2 20 54 51
Harbour Texaco 20 5 11 4 14 33 54
Top Scorer GoaLs Assist.s Points
CANAIM' HADHAItONKI.IiSS $ | 59
CHUCh STEAKS u. i
Marlin Hcelcy of 
Credit Union 
Top Goalie 






l op Scorer 
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69'
UIIODIIS FROZEN <|; | 29






COOKIES 16 0Z PK
CRAWFORD CMEDDER CHEESE
BISCUITS 'K




















THE COST IS THE SAME TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
For Frloridly, Efficient Service and Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplari renewal.
OPEN SATURDAVS 10 A.M. • 5 P.M.
Sparling Real Estate Ltd.
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
Tel. 656-5511








i".^ with "ll'ic Most r,3- 
rn(iii6 Il.iTf’l 111 Ihc Wurltl'' 
Stir in,,,iii'iuiinc liu>.(>i(,i|,. 
ily, w.ifiri frlcn(lliri(>'i<
And ynu'll luvi!... a Ron-
(.'ii)(j6 ,iiii) iJclij’liilul vvcl'
CftllU'
1 LIMI I4PKS. $ 1 77 1
I PARKAY MARGARINE 3,.».,>K. i |
CARNATION FANCY
PINK SALMON 7'/j G.TIN ,
1------ ^^^------ - -- ------------
1 iro/.i:n I20Z. iTN CCt




ARDMONA iNPE/iR.IUICE |PEACHES, PEARS, 2 FRUIT O 1
CANNED FRUIT/“'’"„n 89 1
1 IIIGIILINER FROZEN J 1 29
1 FISH & CHIPS »<>/ A
BE 1 1Y CROCKI’.R
BISQUICK MIX .160/.. J J
EUX BEAUTY BAR _ ^ ^ 1REG. SIZE U 8 0*1^1SOAP jiiARso:? 1
1 imgiii.ini'.riamii.ysi/.e: $ng9
|C0D IN BAnER .320Z.Z
ROYAI.E
TOILET TISSUE $019lll<OI.I.S £.
StJNI.IGII I I.IOOII) A ,>16 1
DISH DETERGENT.i:oz.99 1
1 HKIIILINER
1 FISH CAKES 120/.. DU
(jOODHOST
ICE TEA MIX $19924 oz. J. „
SUNLIGHT 6 LITRE $/l8 9 1
POWDER DETERGENT Z |
1 BONUS 9 m QQ
1 WHOLE CHICKEN s2o/.*l
ROYAl.i: .3 Pl.v Kill'. w gXt
FACIAL TISSUE hx 59
ELECI RAHOL AUK). H Q Q 1
DISH DETER(5ENT 5»oz 1 1
j NABOB instant M $*190






BEAN SALAD moz ,.n 09 I
1 NABOB DEEUXE TEA BAGS $079 iix. C.
ISIANDFRESH ICE CREAM 4IITREPAHf 2^^ |
PET FOOD SALES 
DOG FOOD ROMi'i.H
ji ■
CAT FOOD MISS MEW
CAT CHOW PURINA SEANUJ










dog fQQD mount SEYMOUR





KEN’L BURGERS 2 KG. IIX
$279
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REMONT SECONDA R Y 
fA'hcarsals for their productions 
y/hich is in progress this week, 
plays, the first a black comedy,
Great new happening at 
the Panorama Pantry. 
Sandra Pearson, Con­
cession Supervisor, has 
made the concession area a 
bright, sunny, congenial 
place to stop for a coffee, 
hot chocolate or a hot dog. 
Now, we have a new 
selection of sandwiches, 
salads, soups, chili.
SCHOOL STUDENTS are into final 
in the Greater Victoria Drama Festival 
The group will be doing two different 
“Chamber Music’’ and the second an
adaptation of Shakespear’s “A Mid-summer Night’s Dream.’’ Above, 
left, Tanya Ney and Pam Lauk; centre^ Janice Monych and Linda 
Kennedy and right, Chris Marker and Janine Arias. (Photos by Sandy 
Loughney) _____ -
Recreation News In Review S(. Stephens ACW Holds Meeting
Representing British 
Columbia at the Harry 
Ainly Tri-Provincial 
basketball tournament in 
Edmonton on February 9, 
Parkland High swept the 
floor.
Rated last, the Panthers 
won all four games and 
twice smoked the first-rated 
Regina team by 20 points. 
They also were voted the 
Most Sportsmanlike Team.
On Tuesday the Panthers 
defeated Claremont 
Spartans 90 to 20 and, on 
Friday, defeated Oak Bay 
77 to 69. Oak Bay has not 
lo.st a Greater Victoria 
league game in five seasons 
but, led by six-foot, nine- 
inch Greg Wiltjer, ably 
supported by a tough and 
rcsiliant squad, the Pan­
thers became the first 
Peninsula team ever to win 
the Greater Victoria High 
School Basketball League.
success of the boys’ team 
this year the Parkland 
young women have done 
e.xtremely well under their 
new coach, Marg Main- 
waring.
Panthers rugby team 
trounced Mount Douglas 30 
to 0 on Thursday. Tim 
Walson scored twice and 
Stefan Rehem kicked for 10 
points.
AUTOSHIELD
pastries, and ice cream ... 
just to name a few. We’ve 
renamed the area “The 
Panorama Pantry”. Ask 
for our menu and try 
something new next time 
you’re at the Centre.
Sunday is the big day at 
Panorama Pool. Sagfety 
Afloat and You is the 
special event in cooperation 
with Sidney Lions Club. 
From 12 noon to 2 p.m., we 
have a full schedule planned 
on all aspects of water 
safety. No charge for 
admission. Bring your 
lifejackets, ■ floater coats 
and masks, and participate. 
This Sunday only. Family 
Swim will become part of 
the Safety Afloat Day.
Congratulations to all the 
competitors in the School 
Swim Meet, and thanks to 
people who worked hard to 
make the event a success. If 
you’re interested in seeing it 
again on TV, contact M ike 
Stanlake or his staff at 
Cable 10 Sidney to find out 
when it will be sfiownf
Programmes starting 
this week in Community 
Recreation are; Golf 
Instruction Mondays at 
Sanscha Hall with Phil 
Robertson of Glen 
Meadows & Ardmore 
courses. Adults are 
welcome for both beginners 
and intermediate classes ... 
a chance to improve your 
swing this spring!
For the young chef, 
Elizabeth Twamley is 
starrting her second set of 
Kids Kitchen Magic for 
ages 8 to 12 at North 
Saanich School, Tuesdays 
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. For 
information about these 
classes, contact Lorraine or 
Leanne at the Centre.
Playoffs start in all 
divisions. Thanks to the pee 
wee and pups skaters last 
week. A considerable 
amount was raised in 
support of Minor Hockey. 
Congratulations!
On Saturday, February 
24th, the Arena is the scene 
of another exciting Big 6 
hockey game between the 
Western Home Buckaroos 
and ' the Victoria Athletic 
Association. Don’t miss all 
the excitement in the next 
few wfeeks as Minor Hockey
Salt Spring Dissidents
Calling Peninsula joggers 
and walkers! We are 
hosting the next Ground 
Pounder Fun Run right 
here on the Peninsula on 
Sunday, March 18th at 9:30 
a.m. starting at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre. 
Plenty of fun and fitness, 
together with CFAX Radio 
and all the InterMunicipal 
Recreation Departments. 
Cost of entry is only .50c or 
a Ground Pounder Tag. 
We’ll keep you posted 
about more information as 
the day gets nearer.
It may only be February, 
but Spring is in the air at 
Panorama. We are getting 
together, the programmes 
for the Sjjring Brochure 
which will be'out by March
For people \vho found 
the Panorama Puzzler too 
much of a puzzler last
St. Stephen’s A.C.W. 
held its annual meeting al 
the home of Mrs. Ann 
.lohnson, 7895 East Saanich 
Road on February 7. Re­
elected officers were: 
president, Mrs. Ann 
.lohnson; vice-president, 
Mrs. D.A. Robertson; 
secretary, Mrs. W.R. Osier; 
treasurer. Miss Hilda 
Butterfield; social .services 
secretary, Mrs. Doris 
Schofield; Dorcas 
secretary, Mrs. Wm. 
Bremner; extra cents, Mrs. 






OPEN SATURDAYS TILL FEB. 28TH.
The senior girls team 
placed second in Island 
“A” tourney play in 
Nanaimo losing to 
Southgate 47-39 in the 
final. Although they have 







DISTRICT OF MORTH SAAMiCH
NOTICE
Loading Restrictions on Roads 
Municipality of North Saanich
Effective immediately all vehicles moving on Municipal Roads 
within the boundaries of North Saanich Municipality will be 
restricted to 70 per cent of the registered gross allowable loading 
of the vehicle. Tnis restriction will be in effect until further
notice.
The Spring Tea will be 
held on May 26 and the Fall 
Tea and Bazaar on Oetober 
27.




The squeaky wheel gets 
the grease, so the saying 
goes, but a group of Salt 
Spring Islanders got 
nothing more substantial 
than the wrath of former
Capital Region Board 
Chairman James Campbell 




733A CJoldstream Ave. 
Langford 478-0322
‘Cmtom Built riroploc* Scrnnnt 
•FIroplac# Accoitorloj 
"Motnl Flreploc*! and Chlmnay.
• Woodburnino Slovoi and 
lloalart Closnd Mondays
Campbell charged that 
local pressure groups were 
trying to dictate to elected 
officials. He was referring 
in particular to Salt Spring 
Islanders who have tried to 
persuade director Mike 
Clement that they should 
not be included in the three- 
c e n t - a - g a 11 o n t r a n - 
sportation tax slated to .start 
April 1 throughout the 
capital region.
Family Restaurant
812 VEUniEU, BRENTWOOD BAY
FOR CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN- TAKE ou r 
10% DIsemiiK for pick up onlers over $10.00.
/ Free delivery on ordiT''over $10.00 wUhln Cenlral 
Siiunieh.
Open Daily at 11 a.m. CIONed Mondays
I ciT (jip Reiuling by Mrs. Pat Vani Haaff rinirsday
Aljernoon.
The tax will be imposed 
to offset deficits incurred 
when the Capital Region 
takes over tran.sit from B.C. 
Hydro. It will be followed 
as necessary by a surtax on 
Hydro bills, and later as nn 
addition lo property ia.\c.s. 
A ntitnbcr of Salt Spring 
Islatiders had said lliey do 
not want to pay lovvard a 
tran.sit sysicm that will not 
serve them.
week, our apologies. Itv is 

























At one lime the transit 
area excluded the Clulf 
Islands but, at the request 
of the Capiiul Region, llic 
Urban Transit Authority 
extended tlie boundaries to 
cover the entire region. 
There is provision in the act 
for tlie region to exclude 
some parks from paying tltc 
tax, hut no effort has been 
made to do that.
Apple Juice, Baron of 
Beef, Buns, Butter, Certs, 
Chips; Chocolate Bars, 
Cinnamon Buns, Coffee, 
Coke, Cream, DoNiits; 
Grape Juice, Ham and 
Civeese, Hot Dogs, lee 
Cream Cones, Locorice, 
IJfe,savers; Meat, Milk, 
Mints, Muffins, Orange, 
Orange Whip; Peanuts, 
Pop, Popcorn, Rtjisins, 
Revels, Rool Bcer;Sand- 
wich, Soup, Sprite, Sugar, 
Tea, Toast, Yogiiit;,
EMPLOYERS — Here's a chance lo add the summer stall you’ll need to 
get those extra iobs done. You provide a worthwhile work expedence tor a 
young man or woman this summer and the Province ol British Columbia will 
share the cost of wages with you.
You'll bo working with the Ministry of Labour to create summer jobs thal provide 
opporiunilios foi'B.C, students and unemployed youth to learn work skills, It's a 
simple system that requires a minimum ol paperwork yol lets you help yourself 
and ttiC' economy in a positive way, British Columbia businesses ol all kinds and 
sizes can benotit, Once your application is approved, you're free to hire any 
liliqiblo younq pcMson or take advantage ol the Ministry ol Labours computonzod 
rel'erral service to locate an employee with tho talent and interest you require. But 
net today Tho program is available lor a limited time only Should your situation 
change in Ihe moanlimo, you are under no obligation. Here's how it works'
BUSINESSES AND FARMS
It your business or larm has been in 
opomtion lor al least a year, tho 
Ministry ul l.abour will licl() you pay the 
wages ol up te live young people this 
,,uiiiiin.;( Vv'u vViil pay tioty'.'i I n 
anrl $? 60 an I'loui as our .share ol Itu)
cost
SOCIETIES You are invited to 
apply lor lundmg Inr any worthwhile 
projoci thal I'lrovidos an opportunity lor 
young people lo loam valuahit’ job skills 
Ihis suminor,
!nloe''ialio’' '"''■'‘'He': 'ha! 
the slandaKis eslfililishc.'d try Iho 
MinisIry ol Tourism and Small Business 
f)evi'.TopiiK!nl am also invited lo a()ply 
lot tunds under this [trogiam
HOW TO APPLY ■“ Applications tor lundinq am.availahiu liiiin any l’rovirK',ial 
Ciovuinnienl Aqent, Ministiy ol Labour Ollice or one ol tliu iVC Youth 






NEXT TO SREEWRY PRRKING LOT ■ Phone 656-5421
FRESH POULTRY ■ EGGS - FISH
OPEN Monday-Saturday 9-6; Friday 9-9
Campbell said the public 
is iucapablc of dcaliiig with 
this issue in the time 
available.
FRESH 4Eggs qc
ICiiiile 'A' Medium dz. 3 J
Honey i fiqz „
Babe's Natiiial .
ISliced Bacon Lean it.'* 1“'’ 
—FROZEN-jT 25 
Chicken Breasts ib i
I Chicken Legs
FRESH
$ 1 591Cooked Crab Whole lb. 1 |
FROZEN-
“People choose their 
reiMescniativc and the vast
.
majotity is inepaied lo 
iVatch What they do and 
eithcf dispose of them or 
pul tluMTi back agiiin at the 




Courtonny: !'/ii T'iiiiiinri Avuivio vunIjM/
Nnnnimo: (ll, rmni hhimh v!'ii!iti/'
Vlctorlo; lioh I'l'uniiiii SiM'i'i VHW I'hii
INTERIOR REGION
Crnnbrook! I3A I latii Avnnun tYiuin vicava 
Kumloops: a-lFi Hill Avnnun Vt’C BML 
Kolownn; 1 t'l'’'SI .,T’;ud hii"i!t viyzi-i 
Nelson; i:i(Ti Tmni simi'i'VII.-mci , ' ■
' Penticton; aoi Mam himiii v;!A huh
Vernon;'’iTOfi Avaniii.'''VIT PMO
LOWER MAINLAND REQION
AbbotBlord;";’m ■ ;Mi,'iu ciuuiiiuin, Wa'd vitKt.M,’ '.
All Other Lower Mnlnlnnd Arens; -to-uT Canada way VbC, .i..)ii
NORTH REGION
Dawson Creek; .'n-t • 104PI ioim !',iirri:'i viii dim 
Prince George: viciima f-;ii('(ii v?l.. ;''i t (i oi.ai; ;'4.
“ Smlthers: dtvm dud Avunan vn.i t’l'th
Torrnce:'ii'.di'i 1 ,(Koi'.i'Avium vi-'iti ii'ii 










I. V, d'lli/ 
.aoH' tp'iiti
Friday and Sainirday, 
February 2.3, 24, 7 p.m. 
U.M.S. DEFIANT made in 
1962, directed by lewis 
Gilbert; starring Alec 
GuinesS and Dirk lloguil.
fiuni all nlhnr aM.iii':. call Opfifaitn lur 2onith fglO (loll licuj (ind nn applic.ilion 
h,itm will ho iriniir!il to you ,
APPLICATION DEADLINES: 
BUSINESS/FARMS SOCIETIES
MARCH 12,1979 MARCH 2, 1979










“Bni what happens 
sometimes is that 
small malcontent groups 
and Salt Spring Island has 
rather more tluin its share 
-- want to pre-empt the 
elected person’s job. I can 
name (on .a dozen on Salt 
Spring whose main oc­
cupation is to do that.
Sundav, Fiduiiary 25. 7 
p.m. .A taste of 
ROBERT SERVICIC; Come 
and enjoy a poetry reading 
ill' well known ICC. »‘.nJ 
Yukon poet, Hoberl Service
by Charles llavier.
Place: Newcombe








and Small Businetss Developniont
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Wary Eye On Development
Central Saanich seems to 
be getting the eager eye 
from developers these days 
but municipal council is 
casting a wary glance at any 
subdivision schemes.
The most recent proposal
is from Truscan Realty 
Ltd., the real estate 
development vehicle for the 
Canada Trust mortgage 
company, to develop about 
28 acres at Saanichton Bay. 
The plans, drawn up by a
"1





find it difficult to come to the 
.. phone us ... we have volunteers 
bring books to you and return
Our Number is 656-3713
Sidney Branch...V.l. Regional Library
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Thursday and Sunday 
All other Days Luncheon Menu
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening 
Any other day, A La Carte Menu














$^0501110 lb. Vz Side Beef 
10 lb. centre cut 
Pork Chops 
|10 lb. Frying Chicken 
5 lb. Spareribs
Weight lohs in tut I ing, Imiiing & ti inuning vvtii increase tho price per Ih.
Island View Freezer Ltd
7005 E. SAANICH RD.
652-2411
BBK
Hamilton, Ont., planning 






George MacFarlane said 
Saturday that council felt 
the company’s proposal 
had some “pretty obvious 
glaring faults.’’
“We more or less .sent 
them away,’’ he said. “My 
guess is that they will come 
back with two or three 
other alternatives when they 
are more serious.’’
He noted that the scheme 
was contrary to the 
municipality’s planning 
philosophy, that being to 
concentrate the population 
near the two or three 
commercial centres in 
Brentwood and Saanichton 
and leave the remaining 
land as farm and rural area.
“It doesn’t make much 
sense to start a third area 
that has no parks or 
commercial facilities,’’ 
Maclfarlanc said.
He said the 28 acre parcel 
is zoned for apartments, 
but is being downzoned to 
single family.
A one-foot strip running 
almost the full length of the 
Saanichton Bay waterfront 
as well as a large chunk of 
the inter-tidal zone belong 
to Saanichton Marina Ltd. 
whose shareholders include 
George Wheaton of 
Wheaton Construction Ltd. 
in Victoria and Sealand 
owner Bob Wright.
The Saanichton Marina 
land is not associated with 
the land owned by Truscan.
Prior to theTruscan 
proposal the Genstar 
Development Company, a 
subsidiary of Genstar Ltd., 
applied to subdivide 200 
acres of company-owned 
land off Wallace Drive to 





The fifth annual meeting 
of the Auxiliary to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital was 
held on February 13. :
Annual reports; were 
read. Of special interest was 
a report given by the





president, Mrs. Cathy 
Rasmussen, listing activities 
during the year. Highligltl 
Was the opening .of the 
Acute Care Wing in April.
New services offered by 
the auxiliary during the year 
were: tri-weekly library
cart; play-ladies to help 
w'ith young children as well 
as the 40 or more hours the 
gift shop is open cadi w'eck. 
Tlie president stated that 
more than 11,(X)0 hours of 
volunteer service was 
contributed by members in 
1978.
Thanks Sidney
FOR YOUR RESPONSE 
TO OUR OPENING ON THE 20th.
IN APPRECIATION;











Come In & Seu
LORAINE or LOIS
: " ^ or




During the 1972 sitting of 
'he B.C. legislature.
Industrial Development 
Minister Waldo Skillings 
called then-Liberal leader 
Pat McGeer a “queer". 
McGeer called Deputy 
Speaker Herb Bruch “an 
incompetent ass". Labor 
Minister James Chabot 
accused the NDP of “clieap 
commie tactics.” NDP 
MLA Ernie Hall invited 
Chabot to get himself “a 
new pair of jackboots."
Dave Barrett called W.A.C. 
Bennett an “arrogant 
dictator.
Strong words, perhaps 
even defamation in some 
circumstances, but not one 
of these insults resulted in a 
law suit because anything 
said in the legislature is 
privileged, meaning the 
person who utters it is 
exempt from normal libel 
and slander laws.
Libel lawyer Peter Butler 
says, “The minute you step 
out of the legislature or 
House of Commons and 
say these things you’re in I 
trouble but you can say 
anything you want in 
Parliament.”
Likewise, anything said 
in court is privileged.
Butler says, “A judge can 
be as malicious in court as 
he wants to be. A wdtness 
can, too. You must have 
I'rccdom to talk in court."
Another area where 
privilege is absolute, 
meaning where libel and 
slander laws do not apply, 
between husband and wife.
As Penny Bain writes in a . 
Vancouver People’s Law 
School booklet on libel and 
slander law, “if Harry tells 
his wife that Fred is a dirty 
crook, the occasion is 
privileged.”
Neither can husbands 
and wives sue each other, 
under defamation laws - “if 
they could, the courts might, 
be, full of suits’’, Butler 
says.;
The law also allows for 
something called qualified 
privilege which refers to 
occasions when the in­
terests of society take 
precedence over those of 
the individual. For example 
a former employer can 
forward an opinion about 
an employee to a 
prospective employer, as 
long as he does it in good 
faith. Credit ratings enjoy 
the same status.
But if this privileged 
information is passed on 
with malice or if it reaches 
persons who are not in­
volved, then the privilege 
may be lost - the result may 
be an expensive libel suit.
An important category of 
(|Uiilified privilege is that 
accorded the press - fair 
commcni. This recognizes 
that the news media should 
be able to comment on 
matters that are of public 
interest. Obviously, neigh­
bours arguing over the btick 
fence do not titialify under 
this exemption.
As long as a writer 
confines himself to making 
comments in the public 
interest bused on facts trtily 
stiiteil, he is not liable to 
libel, even if his opinion is 
incorrect,
As fill exitmple. Bain 
writes, "A critique of ait 
authm’s now play would be 
allowed, but references lo 
the author’s piivale 
characlei Avotikl not’’
I'liir entnmeni wjis one of 
the defences tised this year 
by The Vancotiver Sun in a 
libel suit brought against it 
by Piiiil Halprin, a 
depariineiti of justice 
liiwyer who ' acted for the 
United States governmeni 
dining the deporiaiion of 
native Indian militant 
l .eonard Peltier.
Halprin claimeil he had 
been libelled in an article 
tpioiitig another lawyer's 
criticisms of the conduct of 
the U.S, governmeni, The 
judge dismissed lire action, 
noting liiai the courts iiad 
to he ciireftd not fo muzzle 
the press,
Bm criticism of the 
courts fthcm.sclvcs is 
dangerous ground for 
iournalisis. .lust this year 
Sonihiim Fress and a 
reporter for the Prince 
George Citizen wer fined
$800 for publishing an 
article which criticized the 
dismissal of a juror in a 
B.C. Supreme Court 
murder ca.se.
The judge found the 
article in contempt of court, 
noting it was “oi vital 
importance to the public 
that the, authority and 
dignity of the courts should 
be maintained."
V a n c o u V e r S u n 
c o 1 u m n i s t Alla n
Foihcringham was cited for 
contempt of court when he 
called a judge callous and 
untliinking in his conduct 
of an inquest into the 
murder and rape of a lillle 
girl in Surrey. He got off.
label lawyer Peter Butler 
calls Ihe case “bordci linc" - 
that case has subsequently 
been used on many oc­
casions by detence lawyers 
in contempt cases.
Obviously, both judges 
and the public have become 
inured to stronger language 
in the press compared to the
Week: Feb. 26 - Mar. 4th
MONDAY through 
FRIDAY - 9 a.m., centre 
open, cards, library, 
billiards, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
MONDAY - 10 a.m., 
dance for fun, billiards, 
quilting, decorator paints; 
noon, lunch; 1:30, 
ceramics; 1:30, swim club;
2, films; 7:30. bingo;
TUESDAY - 9:30,
lapidary; 10, rag basket 
w caving; S e i' e n a d e r s 
practice, painting; noon, 
lunch; 1, whist, crochet, 
lapidary, painting; 7, 
shufflcboard and games.
WEDNESDAY - 10
a.m., novelties and rug 
hooking; noon, hot dinner;
days when the Atiorney- 
(icucrl of B.C. successfully 
brought a litile-uscd 
ciimiiud contempt charge 
against the Georgia Straight 
newspaper for calling a 
jutlge a Pontius Pilate.
For more information 
please contact the Van­
couver People’s Law 
School for its booklet. Libel 
and Slander, by writing 
2110-C West 12ih Ave., 
Vancouver, B.C. or 
telephone 734-1126.
1, mah-jongg, discu.ssion 
group; 2, concert with Bert 
Stoercr variety show; 7, 
duplicate bridge; Mary 
Manning - Parents in Cri.sis.
THURSDAY - 9:30, 
lapidary; 10, weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1, bridge; 1:30, 
dressmaking; 7, crib.
FRIDAY -10, beadwork, 
keep fit, senior ceramics, 
quilting; noon, lunch; 1, 
creative writing; 1:30, 
Silver “T” Bells practice, 
stretch and sew; 2, Jacko; 
7, evening cards.
SATURDAY & SUN­
DAY - open for drop-ins, 1- 
4 p.m.
Trip tickets on sale; - 
Mar. 20th to Pearson 
College and Sandpiper for 
lunch; April 3rd, to 
Provincial Museum and 
Saanich Br. for lunch; 
Deposits now for June 17 - 
23rd. Rocky Mountain trip.
Income Tax assistance 
available. 656-5537.
S^ftNlCHTON ~ '
i 7855 E. Saanich Rd




Also, see our special rack of 
selected items, all marked at
PRICE niAKt.KX
VISA
■"U Styles for the teenager, Mom and 
Grandmother in sizes 5 to 44
CIGARETTES
ALL CANADIAN BRANDS
REG. & KING SIZE 
LIMIT 2 CTNS. PER CTN,
PyiEX OR DELSll TOILETTISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.
MULTI-VITAMINS









































BEACOM AVE., SIDNIEY, B
CONOR ATULATSOm
farms
7;00 A.M. t® midnight 
RENOVATIONS COMPLETED BY
B. MATHEWS DEVELOPMEMTS LTD.
BEST WISHES






Bringing you good things 








It Pays to Keep Clean
384-8166
Second Generation Serving Victoria
382-91811855 BLANSHARDST. VICTORIA, B.C.






General Fruit & 
Produce Ltd.
2885 QIJESNELL ST.






Come in and fry "The Patricia", 
our previous coffee shop and 
dining room hove been converted
to a medium priced
family style restauranf (bring the kids)
HOURS
7:00 a.m. to Midnight
Price Wilson Ltd.




Sadler Painting & 
Decorators Ltd.
8S90 EMARO l ERR.





1811 COOK ST. 
VICTORIA, B.C.





540 JOHN ST, ^FULLY LICENCED 
®125 SEATING CAPACITY
FREE COFFEE ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd
m (T,ART,MONT
Radio Dispatched Delivery 
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CANCER SOCIETY MEETING
I The Canadian Cancer 
Society’s “Vancouver 
Island Unit’’ will hold a 
workshop in Nanaimo for 
volunteers and interested 
people on Saturday, March 
3 from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Lunch wilt be provided at
the Nanaimo Golf and 
Country Club.
Purpose of this meeting is 
to discuss the role of the 
.society, the use of society 
funds and the importance 
of volunteers in our 
campaign.
IRIS’ BEAUTY SALON
Will be closed for holidays Feb. 19th - 











9616 - 5th St. 656-2206
AUTOPLAN
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phone 656-1171
“You must 1
file a tax




It’s our business to keep abreast of 
changes in the Tax Law like the Re­
fundable Child Tax Credit. At H&R 
Block we understand the Tax Law, 
so you don't have to. Our service is 
dedicated to making sure you pay 








2348 Beocon Ave, 
(Opposite Safeway parking lot) 
656-3928
DECK MOULD is lifted off new John Lovett-designed Pacific Pilot early in February. (Photo by Kynaston).
SKETCH TO BOAT IN THREE MONTHS
IJUlillilljiniCUJlllMmilMliMniiiii nimiiTiiimiiilfcMiliriiiMii—in ititoh ii
M&R BLOCIC*
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE 
2453 BE A CON A VE. 656-2411
Open: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m. lo 6:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY i
Local yacht
designer/builder John 
Lovett, in just over three 
months, has brought his 
new design, the Pacific 
Pilot 27 diesel motorsailer, 
from drawing board to 
completed hull and deck 
boat. And he has also taken 
working mouldings from 
this prototype to allow the 
design to go into volume 
production.
It is usual for new yacht 
designs to take much longer 
in the design and tooling 
stage of production, but 
Lovett, ' assisted by ship­
wright David Betts and 
several others in an Amelia 
Street shop, began only last
October. Says Betts: “In 
the afternoon John’s just 
talking about some idea for 
the boat, but you come 
back the next morning and 
there it is, all built and 
installed and he’s ready to 
go on to the next thing.”
The result, rolled out of 
the shop early in February, 
is a prototype motorsailer 
for delivery lo a Sidney 
cu.stomer and the moulds 
have already been pul to 
work yielding more Pacific 
Pilot 27'.s for others who 
have placed deposits. The 
new boat is intended to 
appeal to yachtsmen coping 
with the increasing cost of 
fuel and those who want to
sail throughout the winter 
months in the comfort of an 
enclosed pilothouse.
Lovett began develbping 
his reputation in the early 
1970's when he built more 
than a dozen Fortune 30 
.sailboats in Sidney. At that 
time he was working on the 
design of then CBC 
weatherman. Bob Fortune. 
But since then, Lovett has 
spent time at his own 
drawing board. First result 
was the 21 foot Pacific Pilot 
of which seven have now 
been completed.: As with 
the 27, Lovett did all the 
development work himself, 
turning the projeef over to 
others once the boat was
volumeready for 
production.
Both of Lovett’s Pacific- 
Pilots are available through 
National Boat Sales as is a 
new powerboat design he 
has been working on with 
National’s Dick Ghudley. 
This boat is a 23 foot dic.scl 
Cruiser to be called the 
Coa.ster23.
All three of Lovett’s 
de.signs will .soon be in 
production in Sidney 
work.shops, headed for 









Winner of $1000 in the 
Bank of Montreal 
Christmas bonus draw v;as 
Edward Little, of Sidney.
Major prize-winner in the 
bank’s recent “pouble 
Your Money’ ’ draw wa.s 
Mrs." J. Bider, of Winnipeg, 
who received $150,000.
7^ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
★ PARTS PROTECTION PLAN
SIDNEY, B.C.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m: ta9 p.m. Daily
JO a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays^








Any Kt'gisiered RetiremenI Savings I’lan
is a'gooil way lo deliT taxes and earn
inU'iest.
Hill not all KRS|\ are alike.
If you aren't getting all these advantages,
transfer ytuir RRSP to Wesltoasf Savings.
• pi ye;, interest, calcul.iled daily.
• InleiesI paid and compminileLl tiiiarteiiy.
• Quarterly slalemeni's,
• |•lexil’lility add to H at any time.
• Nn lees I'l any kiiul,
• Interest .idiusled inenmpetitive long 
term rates every Ian, 1 and )uly 1,
(,» ll's LMsy to transfer to VVesIcoasI 
Saving's ,md we pay inli'resl from tlie 
day we receivt.'your plan,








L 2, 3, 4, 5 year term 
U J, 2'P, 3Vj,4'P year term
• No lees or charges ot any kind
• Withdrawable at predetermined rates
• Interest paid ami compounded annually
• Qu.trleriy statements
A term investment that gives a high
guaranteed interest rale from 1 lo 5 
years,
• It's easy lo transfer to Westcoasl 
Saving', and we pay interest from the 
(lay wo receive your plan.
Come and see us. Gel tlie BEST* I’lan.
It's heller than money in the hank,
ithC!
hilly guaranlei'il wilhiiut limit by ilte 
I’rovimial Cretlil Union Share and 
Deposit Ciuiuanlce hind.
mi
Begin Etirning & SaveT«ixes
WeSTCOAST SAVIWGS CREDIT UNION
Better than money in Ihe bank.
Downtown’ lames Bay Oak Bay l lllklde* ’
1111 Govei runeni 239 Men/ies 2067 Cadborn H.iy 770 I lilhiide (al Hlanshard)








Oak Bay Village* * 
2255 Oak Hay Avenue
r,0«v.,t342
Open Monday Ihiough I rlday “Open sin days a vvrek Others open Tuesday through Saturday
1 Fi'esh, Bagged
CHICKEN LB.OO BROCCOLI LB. %!l p
1 GRADE ”A" Frozen, 20 ozs. up <1 gg
CORNISH HENS each!
MIRACLE «««" $139|r
WHIP New 1 litre Size Jh p
1 GAINERS $ 1 44
1 SIDE BACON iib.pitg. i
1 GAINERS ST^^ SNACK mm
1 3 oz., all varietiesLUNCH MEAT eachO^
CHEESE $^991
SLICES Eib.piig. fa 1 i
PEANUT $rt49l
BUHER sib Tn £ p
1 TrESH Regular Quality $ 1 19
[ GROUND BEEF lb i
VEGETABLE m /QQt IiS0UP'fM'4/y3 !
1 FRESH Lean, Boneless $ I 69
STEWING BEEF lb. 1 2/79*1MILK Tall Tins £m / i *4# I:;
SlRL01NG««f'$939 
TIP ROAST lb. £
GRAPEFRUIT 7C|*I:|
JUICE YORK PINK 48 oz. i L
1 GRADE "A" BEEF Boneless 9 gj. 29
RUMP ROAST LB.Z
BIG DIPPER $^88 |;
ICE CREAM 4 litre Pail £ 1
1 B.C. GOLDEN DELICIOUS^ '*7 0*1'
1 APPLES ^LBs. / ^
ORANGE RISE & SHINE IJIIi |. 
CRYSTALS 4x3 oz PKg. U
j FRESH K /Qm
j AVOCADOFSto'sJP /
SAUDA $4^99 1
TEA BAGS im £ 1
1 FRESH l*/i lb. Tray 1? f|$
1 TOMATOES EACH b 3 '
SHIRRIFF GOOD MORNING ^ gg |
MARMALADE zaoz. i j
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TREES PALLED, spoced, cleared.
Firewood delivered. S45 cord. 656- 
6877. 4-ll
DIVORCE 1 $100 PLUS FILING FEES.
Obtain your unconlested divorce - 
fast - over the telephone. Our forms 
end typing services are lawyer ap­
proved. Call Self-Counsel Services 
loll free 112-800 663-3035. Chargex 
and Mostercharge accepted. 47-tl
JEEP PARTS, new and used for all
Jeeps. 1942 lo 1978. Huge slock. Low 
prices. Geriini soles, 4736 East 








FIREPLACE WOOD cut ot 
Phone 656*4213. 2-lt
17 FT. RUNABOUT KIT. Fibreglass. 
$2,000. Vogvolgyi yachts. 656*7201. 
8-1
RUBBAGE. GARBAGE hauled. 
Basements and clean-up jobs. 656* 
1784. 46*tf
CARPENTER SEEKS work ol all kinds, 
additions, alterations, sundecks, For 
free estimate phone656-6487. 6-t.l.
LEO LODERS DUTCH GARDNER and
Landscaper ogain avoiloble lor 
Sidney and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at rtKisonoble 
prices. 656-3297. .
JANUARY-FEBRUARY SALE. V* oil 
many quollly knitting yarns. Kobe s
Wookralt. 656-2276. 2*8
K a C DEEP V. 16'/, It.. 80 Mercury, 












knit. Fast service. KOBE'Scustom
Woolcralts. 656-2276. 7*3
FEBSONALS
CARPENTRY and Renovations. S7.00 
hour. 656-1394. Terry. ________8_4
OLDER FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator good 
condition. $75. super twin Simplicity 
spin-dry washer, like now. S85. 652- 
2257.
EAR PIERCING, Stainless steel studs. 
656-5403. h'-l-
8-1
ODD JOBS - You nomo it - Repairs. 
Cleonup, Trees trimmed,- Light 





HOUSEWIFE EXTRA INCOME PEOPLE: 
Eorn $4.00 lo $7.00 per hour. Full or 
port time placing catalogues, picking 
up orders. 656-2290.^_____________ 2
CIRCULAR SAW FILER, preferably 
certified. Rote of pay $10.46 per hour. 
All benefits according to union 
controct. Required immediately. 
Apply Box 39, Merritt, B.C. VOK 2B0. 
ohone 378-2224. 7-2
REFRIGERATION mechanic to work on 
Vancouver Island. Year round work. 
Small expanding shop. Must be 
versatile, top quality commercial 
service man. Marine experience on 
asset. Top wage. Two or 3rd year 
apprentice. Box 186, Errington. B.C 
VORIVO.
1972 HOUGH H60 a bucket mochine.
excellent condition. $24,000: 1960 Cat 
955K. HOPS - GP bucket, excellent 
but needs some running gear, 
$16,500; 1972 Cat D6C with angle 
blade, brush blade, HOPS. 3 spool 
winch, excellent condition, $60,000. 
Pltone 438-4025 or 687*2872. 80
NATURAL HIGH Potency Vitamins, 
also reducing plan. Lowest prices in 
Canodo. Prompt Service. Free 
catalogue. Write: Vitamin Discounts 
' by mail. Box 69337-A. Station *K'. 
Vancouver. B.C. V5K 4W5. ^
ON OLIVER STREET. Willioms Lake, 
opproximotely 3500 squore feet, 
street level. A/C ideol for retoil or 
office. completely decorated, 
avoiloble March 1979. Interested 
porties only write for odditionol 
informotion stating requirements. 
Box 247, c/o The Tribune, 188 N. 1st 
Ave,, Williams Loke, B.C. V2G 1Y0. 7- 
2 __________
TRUCKERS * one new FULLER 
RT12509. $1750: one new Fuller RT918 
tonspeed. $1750; one used RT9515, 
$1,000: Spicer 8341G. Cariboo Tractor 
parts. Box 4268. Quesnel. B.C. 992- 
5354.
BRAID NUTRI DATA offers speciality 
Naturol Vitamins; sugar-free cook­
book for hypoglycemics; com­
prehensive nutritional health profile; 
Iridology photography. Free brochure 
on request, Box 97, Port Coquitlam, 
B.C. V3C 3V5. 461 • 1752. 8_-2_
THREE BDRM. Aportment. con­
veniently located in Sidney. Children 
welcome. Call evenings 656*5116. 8-1
SIDNEY, 2560 sq. ft. light industrial or 
warehousing for lease or rent. 
Available immediately. Phone 656- 
3110 or 656-5722. 8-2
8-1
NOW WRECKING IH-DF480 Tandem
Ford; F850 Tandem Mack; R600 
Tandem IH-TD14A Crawler; AC HDH 
Crawler; Fordson' Major Diesel 
Tractor. Cariboo Tractor Parts. Box 
4268, Quesnel. B.C. 992-5354. 8-1
-IT IS THE HOUR of the unity of the 
sons of men ond of the drawing 
together ofall races and all classes." 
Baha'ultah 
THE BAHA I FAITH 
656-6495
0-1.
EXCELLENT OFFICE spoce for rent. 
Sidney area. $4.00 sq. ft. available' 
immediately. For Information phone 
656-7201. 8-2
1265 SQ. FT. OFFICE SPACE. For
inquiries call Eric‘Hansen and Co. 
656-1421 or 205 Hollingworth Block. 
2453 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 8-1
-1
PREFABRICATED EXTRA heavy vinyl
I greenhouses. Quality materials 
j throughout. Precisely cut for eosy 
I assembly. Sole prices 8x8. $378.00; 
jexll. $438; 8x14, $498. For more 
information phone 479-9616. 7-3
CANDID WEDDING photography with 
an eye for every budget. R.K.
MOBILE HOME SERVICEMAN, 
Williams Lake. Capable of working 
with minimum supervision. Good 
solary. allowance, incentives. Full 
time position. Send resume to Box 
248, c/o TheTribune. 188 N. 1st. Ave. 
Williams Lake. B.C. V2G 1Y8. 8:1
MECHANIC/DRIVER School Bus 
required for 12 unit school bus fleet 
and other District - owned vehicles 
and mochinery. Requirements: Class 
2 driver's licence with air certificate 
and Journeyman mechonic's licence. 
Consideration wil! be given for a 
driver with mechanical experience to 
engage in an opprenticeship 
program. Submit oppMcation lo 
School District No. 14 (Southern 
Okanagan) P.O. Box 850. Oliver, B.C. 
VOH ITO. Attn; Supervisor of 
' ‘ Operations. 8-1
I BUY YOUR POLLED Hereford Bull 
I while selection is best. 30 bulls, 20 
I females to sell at 6th. Annual S.R.C.L. 
I Production sole. Februory 26, 1979.
1 Free delivery 200 miles. Bulls kept 
I free of charge until April 1. For in- 
j formation phone 335-4235 or. write 
Summerset Ranching Co. Ltd., R.R. 1. 
I Didsbury, Alta. TOM OWO.7-2
photography. 384-3266. 7-2
SEARLE: In loving memory of my dear 
husbond. Edward, who left so sud­
denly a year ago, on February 22. 
1978.
Heavy is my heart today - 
But memories are precious:
They take me back to happy times
When you were here with me.
Fondest love, Dorothy. 9-1
AVAILABLE APRIL 1st. One bdrm. 
apartment, close to Beacon. Adults 
only. No pets. Heot and cable in­
cluded. $220. Phone 656-7117. 8-1
ONE BEDROOM apartment, partly 
furnished. Senior Citizen preferred. 
Phone 656-3563. 8-1
UNFURNISHED 2 bdrm. suite. Heat, 
water and light Included. $269 mon. 
Available March 1st. 652-5564. 8-1
I APPLIANCES, stove, washer, dryer,
I Iridge, dresser, night table, mower, 
combination radio, B/W T.V., stereo, 
CCM bike. Phone 656-4967. 8-1
GARAGE SALE Saturday Feb. 24. 9:00 
Q.m. 2055 Courser Drive, Sidney. 8-1
iJsEO CONCRETE bricks tor sale. Must
I be moved immediately. 25c each. 
656-6727.  8-1
FIRST CLASS R.V. mechanic required 
* byj dealer near Nanaimo, B.C.
; Excellent working conditions. Reply 
Service Manager, 390-4033 or Box 
238. Lontzville, B.C. 8-1
BROWN COUCH and choir. $60; gold
I swivel rocker. $45; bar fridge. $70;
picnic table, $30: baby crib ana 
I mottress, $15; single bed for child. 
$40; lawnmower. $45. Phone 656- 
4282.
SEARLE: In loving memory of our dear 
Dad and Grandad. Edward, who 
passed away so suddenly, February 
22,1978.
He had a nature you not help 
loving
And a heort that wos purer than 
gold;
And to those who knew him and 
loved him.
His memory will never grow cold.
Dod - You give me strength when I 
need it. My questions ore always 
answered. You ore missed more than 
you know. Lovingly. Your No. 1 
Ooughter, Lois. .
PAT BAY waterfront. Smell furnished 
cabin. Bed-sitting room, kitchenette, 
and bathroom. Hydro, water sup­




CEPEX Scientists require furnished 
; accommodotion from June to Sep­
tember 1979 for two bedroom home. 
Prefer Sidney orea. Phone 656-5431 
I or 656-4521 between 8:30 o.m. - 4:30 
p.m. 7-2
9-1
SEARLE:Love you Grandad. Miss you. 
Love. Ted and Tracy, xxx xxx .,9-1
8-1
•' ALIGNMENT AND BRAKE speciolist 
wanted immediately: Goodyear 
Retail Tire Store. Camrose. Alberta.
'■ / Unequoled . salary plus bonus In- 
: cehtlvo. Best shop and working 
;Comdet Northland.Tire.
'-••lUV':•; " 8-1
[THREE DRAWER chest, 
condition. $40 . 652-2556.
^^0-1
" 0
BEDROOM SUITE, bed. mattress; 
bedside table, chest of drawers, 
dresser with mirror. $200; also two - 
lamps. TV; tobies: two rocker 
upholstered chairs. Phone 656-5%l. 
e.i, /: ■'' '
^ t CIRCULAR SAW FILER required by our 
U Ladysmith sawmill division, on 
t ^ Voncouver Islond. T.Q. preferred but 
not essential. Reply to; A. Brubaker. 
*- Doman Forest Products Ltd.. Box 




ovailoble in advertising deparlment! 
ot Coriboo community newspaper. 
Managerial 'advancement possible 
for right person. Retail sales ex­
perience and marketing background 
an asset. Send resume In conlidenco 
to Paulollo Ernst, Mgr. • Dir., Cariboo 




Antiques. Collectibles, Wood Stoves, 






SEARlE:in loving memory of our dear
Dod andGrandod. Edword;
I cannot say and I wil I not say 
That he is dead, he is just away. 
With a cheery smile and a wove of 
the hand ^
. He has wondered into on unknown 
land,
And left us dreaming, how very
.'•fair ■' '•
It needs must be, since he lingers 
■/there,'/'.
Always remembered, sadly missed. 
Lorraine & Ron, Kathy a John. 8-1
I TWO OR three bdrm house required 
onyvyhere on the Peninsula by April 
1 or May. Furnished or unfurnished.
I Responsible businessmen.
1 References supplied. Please call 652- 
I 4344 anytime ofter 4:00 p.m. 8-2
I REQUIRE 3-4 bdrm house preferably
Central Saanich soon as possible 
for 3-4 months. 652-4114. 8-1
mi se?ATS 
TO SULl
ONE LOT: in Sidney, on quiet cul-de- 




EXPERIENCED General Reporter 
wanted tor Interior weekly, Must 
have own cor. Salary nogotiablo. 
Contact Editor. Cariboo Obsorvor. 
Box 4460, Quosnol, B.C. V2J 3J4. 8 2
PIPELINE and northern jobs — earn 
up lo $3,000 per month. Learn how lo 
socuro Ihoso and other high-paying 
jobs. Send (or further details 
regarding Inlormalive Labour Maikot 
Guido; Labour Morkol Employmont 
■ Service - 1, Box 7810, Station A,. 
Edmonton, Alto, T5J 3G6. B t
LAW CENTRE -- LEGAL AID Cliiilc, 
Mondoys 1:45 p.m. to 4;30 p.m. 





Certified Dental Mechanic, 
Mr. R.C. Vickers, Monday 
to Saturday, 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. by appointment. 
2494 Beacon Ave. 
656-3523 7-3
FORALLYGUR 










App:o,\. 3.3 acres, Oat and 
level suited to manufac­
turing, etc. in a desirable 
area near the Airport in 
North Saanich
Municipality. Water is 










A LOW $49,900 
New 3 bedroom, no step 
bungalow has three 
bedrooms, fireplace, 
carport and a good garden 
area. The owner says 
“SELL.” For more in­
formation and an ap­







1280 sq. ft. 3 bdrms, full 
basement, fireplace, en- 
suite and carport. All this 
plus immediate occupancy 
combine to make this an 
excellent offering. For more 
information call:
LARRYPRUDEN 




:/ ■ WATER VIEW : 
Lovfl'y'K'^^f^ffdfy home just 
150 yards 'from the sea. 3 
years old. Two blocks from 
shopping. Large living 
room, separate dining 
room, 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, 
electric heat.
Asking $63,000 
For further information 
call:
DOUG SCOTT - 656-6810 




Striking country bi-lcvcl 
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms,
2 btuhs, fireplaces in LR 
and family room. Space & 
seclusion yet only a few 
minutes from Sidney, 
airport & ferries. S96,5(X).
BRETHOUR
Renovated 3 bedroom 
home on 50’xll8’ lot. LR 
with fireplace - large kit­
chen. Detached single 
garage. $46,000.
FOR RENT
3 bdrm., \Vi baths, 
Townhouse in Sidney. 
Private yard. $295.00. mon.
Jim Jones 656-4597










Just completed and ready 
for occupancy this new 
home features a .spacious 
living room with white rock 
fireplace, dining room, 
three bedrooms (the master 
bedroom has a three piece 
ensuite and walk-in closet). 
’Kitchen with'- eating area 
and adjoining sundeck. 
Large unfinished area for 
further development. 
Thermopane windows. 
Double drive-in garage. 
Quality workmanship and 
materials throughout.
LISTED AT $74,900 
ERIC GRAHAM 
656-4489
THE WINNERS CIRCLE is vihevQ Mrs. C. Richards, 1180 Sluggett 
Road, found herself Saturday. She was the winner of a trip to Reno, the 
grand prize in Saanichton Plaza’s grand opening draw which had more 
than 2,000 entrants. Mrs. Richards accepted her airfare tickets from Gary 
Hanson, manager of People’s Drug Mart in the plaza. The contest ran 
from Jan. 27 to Feb. 3 and Mrs. Richards winning entry was drawn by 
Mrs. J.W. English, 8(X)8 Galbraith. ___________
656
Central Saanich Police
During the week. Central 
Saanich police charged four 
drivers with impaired 
driving.
In the first incident police 
; pursued a car at up to 160 
1 Kph speeding-.- north on 
Patricia Bay Highway from 
Tanner to Island View.
In the second incident, at 
10 on Wednesday night, a 
car which police noticed
BINGO; K of P Hall, SIdnoy ovory 
rhufidoy 8 p.m. Everybody wolcoino,
50-1(
COOK full or part limo. Country 
Kitchen, Brentwood Shopping Plura, 
B.l ,
OISCERNINC ADULTS • shop 
(li'jcreelly by mail. Send S2,00forout 
Inlosl lully lllusiralod calaloguo ol 
mtirilol aids for both ladios. and 
gonllonion. Diroil ocllon. Marketing 
I iiu,, Depl. U K,. P.O. Box 3',’6(1, 







AUTO BODY Paint Shop, loai.od 
building opptoH, 2500 sq. it. Located 
dowH'town Kqntloopii. Asking 
$20,000, Will loku nowor 4x4 at. pent
payment. 374-49'22. 3/P'lXiUV. li-l
HAZELTON AHF.A Homecoming lor
former Hoiollon tesldonlii. July 27. 
2n ond 29, 1979. Roglslrelton
deodlineii April 30lh, Conloct Anno 
Reid, Box lOd. Hucelton, B.C. VOJ 
lYO, B-t
MISS.. WMTED
WOMEN'S GOSPEL MEETING SIdnoy 
Bible Chopol. Monday, Tob, 26, 2;30 
p.m, St>eok*j( Miv, Mitclieli oi 
Nigeiia. All Indlofc welcomo. B-t
i^octor.
Tho only“stoam”cleaner| 
with the Vibrating Brush 11
ATTENTION lOOOEHS. Alilei t.lii-.li. 
mapleMiw'lugn vmnied. I .0,11 eny 
B C Sell wnlei demfi. Crill ,l(ii,ahiian; 
Piulliie. i.olltn 1 tili4 62:i6, , I t'.l
GOOD USED RICORDS, ekpodaliy old 
45ii lot peryonol r nllectlen. 474.1071 
atnunrl wppor lime, 29 tl
WANTib"Tb''BUv’''2l?mn 
ntrncnmorii. I'ttone <<S()'3110, ll-t 
OLD TAlklNO mncitiite pnilk anil 
ie(iuliii, flee (iHilmuleh qnil op- 
pioikalh Bey Ol tnidw hoineil 
: .griimophonek, hornk, r.yllnifer, 
(en)ulk. poilk Ol any leluled Kemk. 
Con dilion anlinnn 11 mil, 59f)-47(il|. 7-2
PETS
UVESTOCK
OWN A HORSE or thinking ol buying 
ufio? Don't woklo money when you 
(Oti get Iren Infotntolion liy writing 
ici Vnitcauvet Iklond Regmncil 
l.i|iiiiry, to Slfltkland St., Nanaimo,
B.C, Bi lan_t'nje-..,...... ;.... . ' ■' b-3
CnfCKS Itrown egg layeik, v/hlle 
toghnrnk, while Rockk. Order ooily -, 
■khip nnywiwrri, Nn|)ler Chick Salofc, 
6/4->l-2l6lh St,, Box 'j9, Milnei. U-C- 












FIREWOOD. Good mikture, •enkaned
and gitien. Alilei, fir Cin'lai (kninn 
M(iple). Quick rlollvoty, $60 per cord 
kplll at 3 caul land liplil $17,0 47(1' 
5550, _ 111
BAOGEb' Aif a'i’t A Poiloik/s'!'ir'f'irit 
niotrir. Ion (2200 Ihv.Tor $3,75 per 25- 
kilo htiij. Allalfo mix Ikitley pelleU, 
$144 ,40 per melrir; ton or $4,2t') per '25 
kilo hag, Phone (Cluvoiilnlej 574 
S9()0; IM
MORTOAoT'' loans”''(irmpp'lTy
cirtengtiid anvwfiere In U.C. Inlni- 
matlnn ond iBleiencek on reqaei-l. J, 
D, f'hilllpk Ciipllel Corporatian, I07i73 
King Cemgy nigtviv,;)y Suirny, BC 







luetdoy K Wednutdoy 
Qci rn, lij*2 p.m,
lliultiduy 6 ( liliuy




Wc I’owcr Buff with Ihe 
wax of your clioice.
Imimris & C«»mi»»clN 
from $22.50; liilcr-
mi'dlaCi'!*,, from S25,(KH
EARS PIl'RCibi klnmlekk tlenl klud.,, ’ 
phi.mi 7,56 5403 " m il
Full size from $27.50.
I'ORFRHU FS'l'IMATU 
No Obligation




INCOttPORATII IKK) PIUS FIIING 
FtrS, Intoi'porcilu youiseU ■ (aO • 
ftv#r the Ittlephone, Our Imm* end 
typing »o(vi(«k are lewT'et e(ipic,ivei1. 
Coll Sell Cnentel SeivK.ik toll lt««
lt2.6O0'(.63'3O3S, Cfiaigex and




















Large Tudor country home 
on Va ac. with 4 bedrooms 
plus 1 bedroom suite. 
$U)5,(K)().
GREEN ITIUMB?
ISmall Business needing 
Isome nrlistic lalents, 




Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
land on waicr and sewer. 




In Ardmore on Seelnded. 
pved coimiry lane, ibis 
wooded acie foi $.30,000.
MELODY IM.ACE
'/2 Acre of treed land on 
Willis I’oiiil. All new 
homes. Melody Price only 
$18,'X)0,
PA r BAY AREA
,Approx, ,4 ae. on Tsaykian 
Road, Secluded coimiry 
lane, Waiermains, $26,OtX),
FOR ri:n r






SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
(F’cb. 17&180 
1 to 5 P.M.
10124 - 3r(l Strofl 
Sidney
No step, 3 bedrtTom. home 
on large lot in good area of 
Sidney, Immaculate. 
Excellent for family or 
rclirmeiu, 1,340 sq, fl. for 





Custom designed and built , 
brand new 3 bedroom, one 
level home in prestigious 
Dean Park Estate. 1791 
square feet, super in­
sulation (R20 & R28),
thermo windows, hcalilalor 
rock fireplace, 4 piece 
ensuile, large dining room. 
Bitill in ,lcnn Air, di.sh- 
washer and oven. Deluxe 
carpets. Covered sundeck 
with vinyl floor plus 
separalc patio. 8875 Pender 
Park. Big workshop area. 
$l05,0(X).tK).




OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE im-
motllotoly in Sidney, suitable lor 
prolossionol. Second floor above 
Toronto Dominion Bonk. 656-1141. 4. 
ll
was being driven erratically, 
was stopped for a routine 
check.
In the third incident, at 
about 11:30 on Friday 
:night, . police on routine 
patrol saw a car in,the ditch 
:on East Saanich at Prosser.
Investigation showed it: 
had struck another car 
parked on East Saanich and 
had careened into the ditch.
In the fourth incident a 
woman driver reported to 
Central Saanich police that 
her car had been grazed by
another car, which had 
passed her on Patricia Bay 
Highway near Wain’s 
Road. She told police she 
thought she had spotted the 
same car parked beside the 
Waddling Dog Inn at Mt. 
Newton X Road.
The suspect had just 
departed when police 
arrived, but a description of 
the car was radioed ahead 
to Saanich police. The car 
was stopped at Mackenzie 





RETIREMENT Bungalow. Parksvillo. 
lor solo by owner. Conlral locolion. 2 
bocifoom en-suito. Shake roof, in- 
lercom, honci-mode kitchen cobinots. 
Now $49,500. Reply Box 205, 






businesses serving Sidney & district
•Sidney Budget Beauty Salon
BY OWNF.III (It (1554 Moxoa Icirtoco. 
t4oillt Snaalth, aa alifnklivo I'-i 
*1ory, lull bokamnal, 3 iKhms Itonw, 
tlgko lo tiK.roallna timliu omi 
kthoolk. IHoal lot Inmily oi 
totidmiaal, SB9.000, |-tiom. 657> 34:i'7,
6 ...... .......................... .
SIDNEY - Owilof ouking $54,900, iivo 
your* old, 3 hdim,, 2 balhk, btick 
llraplaca, ulliacliya yoid, opph' 







I We will rent your home out 




IVrn AtlSTIM 1300 Gimd
foadilion. Attor 4 .Vlp.m. fc!i6.-3(11B
fM ......................... ____________ _
l'♦74''uuicK a'NruHY‘coui»rl5iK.
viriyt foc.l, cm to.x,i.ta:iaM’.g, T'li, fB, 
iV’iO V O. luiw lialtciy. |u»l tiulcid, 
GeexJ comjitir.ii, Oi«i»c Iciaviag 
t‘Hir'tty.S:i496Tin.(.52 2197. B I
JUSr ME
Owner Will Dorman gives 
Iti'vsonal al lent ion lo all 
aiders. Plume 656f4754
KM TUCKIH INO CAT, .1 mm toh,
cilHI'5 deck, 6 cylin.txf, 4 jp**.:!, 
fci wllsmt .OM.titi.'.a, |3,ft50 Pltcm. 
:i;lll 7277. Antiq Mochming, It23-A 
A»«,, (".naciiitaa^, B C. __8-j
TWO fimHOOM. t'l hath lircplnro,
duhveo'chor, loptily loam, *hop, 
Axxiimaltlw lO'i iTioitgaflil $43,900.
(.32'9941. ....._________ IM
OCEAN TioNTAOE > oxiopiloiial
I (,! ,,( pI'-p'-Hy ll. 5lr|,.,.y
Umquu 00 III# W»it1 Cmul, txrluklvii 
dtivrtlopmniit pcutubildiB* lor Con- 
(kimlnluo'i and Mmtiio. IKotuluiol 2 
I'vikbIx : n thiort nrro Ixinnd fftn 
iiodml by o nhoft htldgo lo eight 
a( (♦>* an int) momiond, vnili v.onif un 
two iid«-i, Both poKol* ni* l«v«l tliy, 
Iftw.l, londi(iip«d 00.1 In 0 ih»ll»i».1 
Iviy, Bf.ih nro tally Clotolo
oil Ifompoilatlun ItKillliot, r’liCtn*. 
4.04 «5;i 5431, 7 2
HOUSE 
TOO SMALL?
Have a look at this 
dclightl'ul liomc witli 4 or 
more bedrooms, Large 
formal dining room and 
family rporn off kitcltcn. 
Double garage. Road access 
(0 large fenced rear garden - 
and many oilier features. A 







The tiliimate in living for 
anyivne - hut especially 
hoaiers, A spacious 1 
bedroom unit by Ihe sea. 
Large covered balcony. 
Frig, and stove incltided. 
EXCLUSIVE new Listing • 
Asking $27,500.




WHISTUK. B.C. .Axteogt* ,’O'* Tnlf
Mony poif.*|i liptn '20 In 200 perm 
IKKUKKi lo $(>00 000. Ml. Von 
r4mmn», Copilono Highlnndi ltd 
(4f2 :i Ki4. 1'20 1675 W**l Gwnigin 31 





Applitnilonx am , invilod lof ihu 
paxilipil ol Ai.slslnal Uulliling 
laxpatlor nml Liigaamiinii Aulu lor 
tho Tavva id Siilnny. diilKit in <om 
m«ni:i> Immodlololy.
Thi< (.anoiixlal appliinnl will hn 
io»pan>iiblu, andflir dimclion. lot tint 
iinpoflion ol building opnialion* In 
lltii Mumcipallly and ollidt mlatod 
dullui, and aUo lot iimluiming work 
in «uiv«ylng, drotlmg and im.p.ictlan 
ol munniix'il norvls ox 
Oinirnhlti qaolilualianti xbould in- 
(.Indw OtndH XII I'Kiutollon xup 
pliimonlod by f.miixnx in dtolling and 
xlfaclpial duxign; o woiklng 
knowliidgu ol nil lypoi. at bailding 
toiubuf lion, lim Mniinnnl and 
PfOv.miol Building Coden nnd nlhni 
ingulniinn'i!’ a wmklng knowlndgn of 
;,ufvwyit'ni und t.dtnuvnta.y piuu.lplm 
ond pin<.tii.,!» at civil Mini'mitning, 
ax|>nituniu in tjuii.bng .t.nxli uctiail, 
*ufv(tyln(), mi.l iMiallaiion cn in 
spill tiaii (d innnnipal niiviiiis. 
Pnssrtsiilnn p( ni nhllily In obtain o 
vnliil diivur t. lii.Mm,-i> isiuu.J by lti» 
Provtnrn ol Brilith Columbia l* 
ossnnlinl,
Solofy tango SUM. $1373 pot 
mnnib (t07(11 Inirtn 5. ninl
Ap(ibtnlians. with lull msomo, In bn 
In lb« hands of ihn upil«rsign.*d no 
laln( thon 4 p.m. rnhtuoiy 2f>ih. 1979 
0,3, Logon 
Tnwn CI»ik/TnM»uf*r 




Maryland area - 3
bedrooms, ground level 
entry, full basement, lots of 
pin king space, $61 .(X)().
TED PHILLIPS 
(1.56-5337 656-5584
4 ACRES PLUS A SAUNA 
Well and Municipal water, 
workshop and garttge, 
l.nrge ludor 5 bedroom 
llome,$145,(X)0.
PAT BAY NEXI TO 
WATERFRONT 




• Sidney T/V Repairs 
•Sidney Vclcrinary Services 
•Townc .Icvvellers
Acres of Free Parking. Public Washrooms st 
Telepliones.
1 8 FRIENDLY MERCHANTS




Immaculate home oil quiet 
cul-de-sac. 3 Inlrms itp, 
large in line living and 
dining room, opening to 
large stmdeck witli spiral 
nrlificial grass covering, 
i'ull suite in basement willt 
eight stereo speakers in 
ccling of rec room, Large 
lot willt vegetable giuden, 






Well built bungalow on 
huge lot centrally located in 
Sidney. Extra large laimly : 
and rec, room -with 
fireplace and bar.
I’rofi’'‘..ifstirilily flfsipni't!
hreilkfasi nook in litrge 
kitchen with plenty cup­
boards. Lfitge from 
bedroom Widl l!in(lM.','ip('d. 




•Your Cliesterfield & Chair lleiiutifully cleaned,
$60""
• Living Room, Dining Room, l lalhvay.
*60""
•9 X 12 Area Carpet
*18""
We Re-eover Uplmlstery tU Very Reasonable Prices. 






Tlwr\(lay\ Feh. 22 
P1;N1NSUEA RECRl ATION SCENE' 
Pl'NINSUEA PIONEERS.
CRl-ATIVn YHREd'iDS (‘ONTENT.




6:09 IT .'.M.'.yE*-' ME s'.y.yMirH 
ELEMENTARY SWIM MEET.
7:0(1. CAMOSUN TODAY,
7;30 CHICK GOODMAM UNDEUW.Ml'R
1,1! E AROUND lEWVAlE
H;.3(l. CONDOMINIUM EIVING «,3,












j^Now specializing in 
I finishing carpentry,
J cabinets and built-ins,j
Plumbiits 
& Heating




rumpus rooms, repairs,| 
I additions - no job too'I{ small.
a Renovate and Save 9 I FREE ESTIMATES \




Hot Water Heating 



























COMPUTE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 







Renovations - Concrete 











“Big or small 
we will Do them all’
Top quality workmanship.







H&E STREU LTD. 
DRYWALLING
Boarding, Toping. Spraying, 
Quality work, Dependable 
Service.










All types brick ond block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 



























































Fence Posts, Digging, 50 





.... SPECIALIZING IN CHILD 














 145.00 Cord •
656-6877 ___ J
Weather in January was 
cooler than normal with 
some fairly prolonged 
periods of cold weather. At 
least four greenhouses on 
lower Vancouver Island and 
Saanich Peninsula suffered 
damage to heating systems, 
according to the provincial 
department of agriculture.
Planting of tomato and 
cucumber seeds has been a 
contiiTuous process since 
mid December. Picking 
out of tomato seedlings has 
progressed and in some 
ranges plants are almost 
large enough for planting 
into their permanent 
locations.
Bedding plant operators 
have been busy preparing 
planting mi.xcs, filling 
containers and sowing .seeds
of the annuals which must 
be planted early.
Frost damage to winter 
cabbage in the field was 
severe in most locations. 
Cabbages with firm heads 
show the mo.st damage. 
Cabbage harvesting con­
tinues.
The amount of winter kill 
to berry crops is still not 
known. Field inspection 
shows some damage to 
strawberries, particularly in 
poor plantings.
Lack of run off water lo 
rcplinish diigouts for 
summer irrigation is a 
concern lo some farmers, 
particularly those farmers 
with dugouts not fed by 
wells, springs or major 
water runs.














25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 






22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.














Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 





























GEM INI METAL 
PRODUCTS LTD.
‘No job too large 
or too small’’
Follow Canora to Airport 
Industriol area entrance and then 
follow signs to Gov't Air Services 
Branch. We ore right opposite.






Tuesdoy & Wednesday 
9 o.m. to2 p.m. 
Thursdoy & Friday 
9 a.m. lo 5 p.m.
SIDNEY GLASS
AAorino Auto & Safety Glass 


















e Bonded Insured 1 Cor & house openups | Phone 656-4211 |
Loci: ea Ltd





A program to teach, 
show and let people ex­
perience the finer points of 
water safety will get un­
derway at noon Sunday at 
the Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
Sponsored jointly by the 
Sidney Lions Club and the 
Leisure Centre, the 
program under the title 
Water Safety and You, will 
allow members of the 
public to try out their own 
safety equipment such as 
life jackets, and teach 
survival skills of mouth to 
mouth resuscitation, 
righting overturned boats 
and how to enter the whater 
while wearing a life jacket.
Special programs in this 
respect will be undertaken
by St. Johns Ambulance, 
RCMP, Canadian Coast 
Guard and All Bay Marina.
Demonstrations and 
displays will feature the 
latest in water safety 
equipment, including the 
University of Victoria 
mustang floater coat 
designed lo ward off the 
killing effects of 
hypothermia. The Coast 
Guard will exhibit and 
explain the use and 
capabilities of two of their 
small rescue craft. Two 
films will be shown, one 
dealing with hypothermia 
and the other on boating 
safely.
The free program will run 
from noon to 3 p.m.
I OCteSMOTM
652-1569








Government certified technician 
with , 35 years expenence in 







Serving ' Sidney; Central ’ 
& Notth'Saanich.
656-1920
24I2D Beaepn Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
Toro - Lawn Boy- Snapper 













7169 West Saanich Road,
P:0. Box 128. '
Bt nutwood Bay. B.C.
VOS I AO
652-3991
Ai's Super Lawnmower Sales & Service








SALES & SERVICE Repairs to Any
Call Make of Machine.
Calvin W. Sever 






Windows • Floors 
















2530 Deacon Av*,, 
SIdn.y, D.C.
Woods FlborglasriRopair 






Also Houliiig Will dolivor ono lo 







PROrtSSIONAl DRVCLEANING t LAUNOnr StRI/ICE 
MINS RND UDItS DURATIONS UNO RtPAIRS DONE ON THE PREMISES
20% OFF ANY DRAPERY CLEANING TILL FEB. 28/79
7120 W. SAANICH RD.
SQUARE IN niE BRENTWOOD VILIAGE SQUARE 652-1555
AI ,L MODELS 
NEW AND USED .
BRI A N DRA GE Assistant Sales Manager
DOUGLAS VOLKSWAGEN LTD.








Omlioordi niid Small Engitinii 
Hopoiii lo All Miikni
J30Q CorUHi Covo Hood 































leetrlriD-JTI/lL a-'W t)Tk‘.D‘CTi PLJ 
riklitrH CA^Pl!::.KiTk'.Y 
J t>,biNc:.T*j cT- rvtSUi TuGl-
‘S ... .—----- -------- . ■■
Next Course starts March S, 1979
Phone 384-9222
WINDSOR DRIVING SCHOOL
Wc (Jo in-car Training in Sidney
PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
Wc Uepuir
Sails - Boat Tops - Turps ■ Halcli 






































.......... :., .only 79e
. .................only 1..T9
.1U M lio' CONcilETE BR ICK.S' ........ -only 19c cticb
PATIO SCREEN BI.OCKS San Bcriuidinc Paiicrn
...................only «9e
ASPENITEPANE1.S
Good for exterior sbeaibingor fir inierior panelling. 
May lie stained or painted.
4xKx'/i panels.............. ................... only 5.9.5
REN'r A BEOWER to install your insulation for 
only SIO.(M) per day. Metal drum - electric blower, 50 
'fl.riexiblchosc, ,
COMPOS I BOXICS
Pie-ciii with galv. nails, 
together.
4x5 only 7.95. Ucnily to nail
IxlSPEClAI- ,




Ruady M(k Ciimr«i#, Sand Orviir. 
ivr»| .
m ssss',.
ROY’S A LI-BAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 





FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUi HOARDS, MF.UCRUIST.U 
STERNDRIVE.


















Pick ont your own pieces.
■,iih(T:Ll.t'LOST:!TimElii.Milaie uild fruve iiiuiit)
INSULATION
jiO lb. Bag covers 70 sq. IT. • 2” thick . .only 5.40 Bag 
Vf'H can insulale 1000 s<t, (i. lor less Ilian 80.00 and
no (ax. ' , '............ iiiiili.miii....... —
STUCCO WIRE
2x2Mesh -48’’ high. 1121in,.fl. roll 
Good for fencing - dog runs etc.
, .only 29.50
K.3PARriCLE BOARD
4x8x9/16 No. 2 grade ...........
Idc.'il for bascmcni wall liner
,.,,. ..only 3.95sheet 
floor underlay.
Clear IMastic CARPET RUNNER 
27“ wide .......................................... ..only59clin,lT.
CONi RI IEMIXI>»







4 FT. BASKET WEAVE FENCE 
4.x4 utility posts - '/isO-lO fl. boards, 4 fl. * 2x2 
.................... .only iiu, fl.spacers. Galv, muls
SLEGG LUMBER LTJD»:
9764 Fifth SL, Sidney 656-1125
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February 21 to February
in your friendly 
Sidney Safeway store.
24
Bone In. Cut from Shoulder Butts. Ib.
Schneiders. Kent Brand. 1 lb. Package
ler Roast
whole or Half. Ib. a
Turbot Fillets j
Frozen. From B.C. waters................................ Ib.
Economy Brand. Frozen. 5 Ib. Ctn.





Cut Green Beans ★ Wax Beans 
14 fl. oz. tins,







White or 60% 
Wholewheat.
Skylark,
























pl^Y I 3 Ply> of } Roll*. .,
•RODUa
Cottage Cheese n
Lucorno, Croamod or 2%. 500 g. Tub....................... , U
Flavour Crystals 0
Orongo Flavour, Tang. Pkg, of four 3.25 oz. ...... w
Corn Oil Margarine $1 <
Kraft Mlraclo, 2 Ib. Puckago,  .............. .. , , , mu a
Quik Chocolate Drink $0
Nostio*. 32 oz. Containor........ .. mm d
Laundry Detergent $7
Powdorod. Choor. 2.4 kg. Box......................  fmw 0
Tea Bags $i|
Orongo Pokoo. Solada. 16 oz, Packotjo of 120. w ■
Premium Coffee
Mollffa Brond. 1 Ib. Tln. V W
Instant Coffee $k
Tailor's Cholco. Oocaffinatnd. 8 oz. Jar. ... 'w 0
Crest Toothpaste
Regular or Mint. 100 ml, Tube............................
Mouthwash
Scope Brand. 375 ml. Bottle.
a Tea Towels
yP Lovco Brand. 10" X 20". Package of 2........
Agree Shampoo
Extro Gentle, Regular ond Oily, 350 mi. Coni
Photo Album
Alco. 8 Pages.........  Poth
Album Refill
Pockoge of 4 Pages, ..........
Photo Reprints
Available from Kodak, Fuji or Agfa colour 
negative* |slides not Included). All reprlntr, 
in borderless molfe finish......... Etir.h
Jelly Powder c $i nfi Beans with Pork o $l n A
Empre**. A»*ortod. 3oz, Boxes. , for 0^ V or Spagholtl. Tnifo Tell*, 14 oi. Tins, tftJ for n U
Kidney Beans y yQt Liquid Bleach
Salad Dressing $i i q All Purpose Coffee $o aQ
Jl 0 JL 0# Koban Blue. 1 lb, Pockoge. . 0 *0 <1#Town House, 32 fl. oz. Jor,
Kleenex 
Boutlgu»,B.J.
........ .. %0 ^
Johnson’s. Aerosol
Lemon Pledge 70
or liquid, 12 il.oi. Container, Jmi 0 m
McCall’s Greatest Recipe Card 
Collection
Set No. 3 now available. Each
f
C A N A O A B A F e W A V IL I M I T E D
u 'Vi’vV'i
